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"Other Special Revenue Funds" in the Commission's GF Budget

At the public hearing, Representative Arata requested that the Commission provide detail
about the "Other Special Revenue Funds" accounts in the agency's baseline GF budget. We are glad to
provide the requested detail.
The Commission's baseline budgets include an "Other Special Revenue Funds/All Other" ("AO")
line of $107,864 per year. As the Commission discussed yesterday, these AO monies are not funds
provided to the Commission from the GF to spend; rather, they are authorizations to the Commission
to spend monies using these accounts when the Commission has the funds from outside sources (nonGF or Federal Expenditures). The Commission's AO funds derive from three different types of funding:
monies that can be received and paid out when the Commission provides legal seminars to the public
or attorneys ($62,024, "Seminar"); monies that can be received and paid out when the Commission
provides information to the public ($1,840, "Publications" ); and monies that can be received and paid
out when the Commission provides fee-for-service mediation services to parties in Commission cases
($44,00, "Mediation"). More details about these three sources - which were identified in the
Commission's written testimony (see page four) and in our Operations Director Melody Piper's oral
testimony yesterday- are as follows:
Seminar fund ($62,024).
The Commission for many years had been authorized to utilize a small Seminar fund to receive and pay
out funds for holding an annual public information event to share information about the Commission
and Maine Human Rights Act ("MHRA"). In 2019, the Legislature increased the amount of funds
authorized to be received in and paid out from the Seminar fund by $56,526/year after considering
recommendat ions by a multi-stakeho lder review panel appointed in September 2016 by thenGovernor Paul LePage to assess MHRC operations, resources, challenges, and neutrality ("Panel
Report"); one of the Panel Report's top recommendat ions was that the Commission increase its
outreach efforts to dispel misinformatio n about the agency and its role in discrimination law
enforcement (https ://www. ma ine .gov /m hrc/sites/ma i ne .gov. mh rc/fi les/in Ii nefiles/M HRCReportFi na I. PDF). In December 2019 the Commission did utilize this GF authority to receive
fees paid by attendees at a statewide conference with ~200 attendees; the conference had one track
for the public with sessions on civil rights topics and an overlapping continuing legal education track for
attorneys. There were attorney and non-attorney fees to attend this seminar, which were deposited
into the seminar account; these fees paid for the facility rental, food, tech requirements, and a
presenter fee for the keynote speaker.
Publication Fund ($1,840)
This AO fund allows the Commission to receive payments when our staff prepares public information
requests pursuant to the State Freedom of Access Act, 1 M.R.S. § 400 et seq. ("FOAA"). Under FOAA, a
state agency may not charge for information it provides but may charge the requester for copies and
the time it takes to prepare the information to be provided. 1 M.R.S. §408-A(8). Under the MHRA, a
case is confidential while pending but becomes subject to FOAA once closed, but even after the case is
closed certain information remains confidential. 5 M.R.S. §4612(1-A). When the Commission receives a
copy or FOAA request, depending on whether the requester is a party to a case (or their counsel) or
not, the Commission must: find/request the file from archives; find the document(s) requested; copy
it/them; review every line on every page to see if there is confidential material that must be redacted;
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and
conduct the redaction; copy the document(s) to be produced so we have them for our records;
for this
costs
send them to the requester. The Commission does, as required, provide an estimate of its
the
preparation work to the requester ahead of time. The Publication funds are the monies paid to
Commission for such preparation work.
Mediation Fund ($44,00)
did in
The MHRA authorizes the Commission to establish a voluntary mediation program, which we
1
2012 by regulation. If both parties to a disputed case voluntaril y agree to participate in mediation
ion
through the Commission's Third-Party Neutral Mediation Program, each party pays the Commiss
$225; the Commission utilizes those funds to pay a contracted mediator on our panel a set $400
2
stipend to schedule, prepare for, and hold a mediation at the Commission (or via Zoom). The
Commission retains the $50 above and beyond the mediator stipend to cover the fees for indigent
parties, and to pay for interpreters and other needed accommodations in mediations; the Mediation
reduced
fund also has been subject to the State's cost allocation program ("STACAP"), which often has
3
grown
has
program
mediation
ion's
the funds set aside for indigent parties. The use of the Commiss
4
significantly and steadily over time, and we have sought to have our Mediation Fund allotment
increase several times.

Conclusion
Thank you for allowing the Commission the opportun ity to provide this additional informati on
us to
about the agency's FY 2022-2023 Biennial Budget and initiatives. Please do not hestitate to ask
provide any other informati on as needed.
Sincerely,

>/litu \ Vt,\ .
(l
Amy M. Sneirson
Executive Director

Cc: Commissioners

in disputed
The Commission's mediation program originally provided optional and free mediation services
contracted
of
panel
a
to
case
per
stipends
pay
to
Commission cases using existing federal partnership funds
switched to its
mediators. When federal funds decreased in 2013, the Commission investigated funding options,
current fee-for-service model, and sought to establish the Mediation AO funds in the GF budget.
1

case who opted
At the outset of the fee-for-service model of the mediation program, parties to a Commission
into voluntary mediation paid $200 each, and our contracted mediators received a $350 stipend.

2

3

2019.
The MHRA was amended to make the mediation fund exempt from STACAP, effective November

4

mediations.
In Fiscal Vear 2015, the program provided 32 mediations. In FY 2020, the program provided 90
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The Honorable Catherine Breen, Senate Chair
The Honorable Teresa Pierce, House Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
5 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0005
The Honorable Anne Carney, Senate Chair
The Honorable Thom Harnett, House Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary
100 State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0100
Re:

LD 221, the 2022-2023 Biennial Budget

To the Joint Standing Committees on Appropriations and Financial Affairs and on the Judiciary:
The Maine Human Rights Commission {"Commission") appeared before you yesterday to
provide comment on the initiatives related to the Commission within LD 221, the Biennial Budget. This
letter will provide supplementary testimony about the Commission's budget and initiatives, which
appear on pages 325 - 327 of Part A of the budget.
Correction to Testimony Submitted on Commission Initiative #4

When discussing the fourth Commission General Fund {"GF") initiative in the Biennial Budget
{found on page A-327 ) - a proposal to fund approved reclassifications for six Commission Investigators
{one employee-initiated and five management initiated) - the Commission discussed the fact that the
Commission's anticipated federal revenues had decreased for the upcoming biennium so as to render
it unlikely that the Commission could meet the federal expenditure outlined in this initiative.
The Commission's written and oral testimony asked that federal expenditure portion of this
initiative be removed, and that the GF appropriati on within this initiative be increased to cover the
initiative's entire expense. In the written and oral testimony yesterday, we asked that the GF
appropriati on for FY 2021-22 increase from $42,131 to $68,857; this is correct. In the testimony, we
then asked that the GF appropriati on for FY 2022-2023 would increase from $24,482 to $66.456; this is
not correct. Setting aside our inexplicable computatio n error, the FY 2022-2023 appropriation would
increase to the much lower $41,774. We sincerely apologize for this error and any confusion it may
have caused.

Testimony of Daniel Emery, Board Chair of Pine Tree Legal Assistance, on LD 221
Before the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and
Financial Affairs and the Joint Standing Committee on the Judiciary
March 1, 2021
Senator Breen, Representative Pierce and members of the Appropriations Committee,
Senator Carner, Representative Hamett and members of the Judiciary Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to address the Joint Committee in support of the
Governor's proposed funding for Pine Tree Legal Assistance under LD 221 for the
Biennial Budget. A Justification Statement about this funding has also been included with
a copy of my remarks.
My name is Dan Emery; I am a lawyer in Yarmouth and handle Social Security
Disability cases, and I am Chair of the Pine Tree Board. Nan Heald, the Executive
Director of Pine Tree Legal Assistance, is also available to answer your questions. I am
honored to represent Pine Tree. Pine Tree is an essential part of the civil justice system in
Maine, with approximately 40 lawyers and offices in Portland, Lewiston, Augusta,
Bangor, Machias and Presque Isle.
The proposed budget would continue to appropriate $500,000/year to Pine Tree Legal
Assistance in support oflegal services to low-income residents of Maine with noncriminal legal problems. Pine Tree first began receiving this level of funding in the FY
2015 budget and it has been held flat since that time.
Your investment of taxpayers' dollars in our agency is a responsibility that we have taken
very seriously for the last 37 years and will continue to do so. These funds are an
investment by the State in the ability of low-income Mainers to access justice and retain
or achieve stability. Pine Tree has voluntarily adopted strong fiscal policies to provide
accountability for all funding it receives. Every dollar of funding is tracked and allocated
in detail. Our management and administrative expenses are kept low, in order to make
sure that services to clients come first. Pine Tree is one of the less than 1% of Maine
nonprofits that have received the highest possible Platinum rating from GuideStar.
Although Pine Tree can serve less than 20% of those who seek our assistance, our staff
are dedicated to doing the best possible work with the widest possible reach. The agency
is effective, efficient, and strong. Your investment in our work helps us leverage
additional federal dollars and private foundation funds. Without that support, our legal
staff could not help low-income Mainers in every county resolve civil legal problems
that threaten safety, economic stability, or housing. We are a 'first responder' for legal
problems facing client groups including veterans, homeless youth, and victims of
domestic violence or sexual assault. The State Appropriation supports all of Pine Tree's
services (including its nationally recognized websites supporting both the Maine people
generally as well as military and veteran families with legal needs).
Pine Tree has adapted its services during the pandemic to keep its clients and staff safe,
while continuing to prioritize the legal needs of Maine families. In 2020, Pine Tree
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handled more than 6,300 cases around the State, including problems with domestic
violence, public benefits, IRS stimulus checks, landlord/tenant matters, and various
consumer problems. Of cases receiving full representation, 95% were resolved in favor of
the PTLA client.
The people served by Pine Tree are among the most vulnerable in our State:
• 91 % had incomes below 200% of the federal poverty guidelines.
• One in three client households included someone with a disability.
• One in five was a single head of household with children.
• One in six was age 60 or older.
• One in seven was Black, Indigenous or a person of color.
• One in eleven was a veteran.
Pine Tree has also expanded the self-help resources on our three program websites:
WV1T\\1.ptla.org, ,~;v.kidslega l.org and our national website for veterans and military
households, www.statesidelegal.org. In 2020, those sites were visited by almost 1.7
million individuals.
Securing access to justice for Maine individuals and families has a positive impact across
many sectors of society - the economy, health, safety, and general well-being of our
residents. We are trnly making a difference in people's lives by ensuring that they are
treated fairly within our legal system. I see first-hand just how effective and committed
Pine Tree's staff is, and I consider it an honor to serve on the Board.
Both Nan and I are available to answer your questions now; Nan will also be present for
the work session at which this appropriation will be discussed.
We thank you for your consideration of Pine Tree's important work, and we also thank
you for all your work on behalf of the citizens of Maine.

PTLA Justification Statement for LD 221 prepared by PTLA Executive Director Nan Heald
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Pine Tree Legal Assistance [PTLA] has received an appropriation from the General Fund since 1983 to
support the provision of legal assistance to low-income Maine residents around the State. LD 221
proposes flat funding at $500,000/year, continuing an annual appropriation level set by Governor
LePage, which has been in effect since 2015.
PTLA is Maine's oldest and largest provider of free legal services to low-income Maine residents with
serious civil legal problems. It handles cases that are not eligible for court-appointed counsel through
the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services. Roughly 50% of all cases involve housing issues
(including landlord/tenant matters and foreclosure proceedings); other important priorities include
protection from domestic violence and sexual assault, financial stability, access to education, and
enforcement of state and federal laws affecting agricultural workers, Native Americans, and veterans.
PTLA staff and volunteers screen requests and then provide legal help through a network of local field
offices (Portland, Lewiston, Augusta, Bangor, Machias and Presque Isle.)
Many of Pine Tree's clients are the working poor: people who work 40 hours a week in minimum wage
jobs and support a spouse and children. Others are single parents trying to provide a stable family life
for their children. Some are adults with significant disabilities who are struggling to live independently.
As a result of increased outreach and shifting resources around the State, four particularly vulnerable
client populations need legal services from PTLA:
•
•
•
•

Client households that include someone with a disability: in 2020, they represented more than a
third of all clients served.
Victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, or trafficking: in 2020, they represented 18% of all
cases handled.
Veteran households and low-income military families: in 2020, they represented more than 11 %
of all clients served.
Low-income children and youth: in 2020, direct legal services benefitted more than 6,100
children and youth.

The State appropriation has become increasingly important as other general funding sources have
steadily declined. In calendar year 2021, 78% of the PTLA budget comes from short-term grants and
contracts. Most of these funders do not cover the full costs oflegal assistance, making general funds
essential to meet those commitments. General funding also allows staff to handle specific legal needs
that are not prioritized by other funders, such as legal services for Maine veterans.
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State funding also provides a source of matching funds for specific projects that require a match from
non-federal general funds. For instance, PTLA operates Maine's only low-income taxpayer clinic
[LITC] providing free help to residents facing IRS disputes that can involve thousands of dollars. The
grant requires a 'dollar for dollar' match from non-federal funds and a portion of our State appropriation
helps underwrite this tax work each year.
Every dollar of State funding is used carefully by Pine Tree's dedicated staff in providing legal
assistance to as many individuals as possible, given limited resources. Despite the challenges of the
pandemic in 2020:
•
•
•

PTLA handled more than 6,300 cases affecting almost 16,000 low-income Mainers.
PTLA websites (including vvww.ptla.org, ,vww.kidslegal.org and ,:vww.statesidelegal.org)
recorded more than 3 million page views and drew more than 1.6 million unique visitors.
Local PTLA trainings, consultations and presentations on important legal rights and benefits
reached more than 3,800 individuals.

Some State funding is also used to respond to requests from legislators or administration officials
regarding matters within Pine Tree staff expertise, and to serve on various advisory commissions at the
request of local or state officials. Because of federal funding restrictions, these requests cannot be
handled without funding from the State.

PO Box 7860
Portland, ME 04112
(207) 774-5444
www.aclumaine. org
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TESTIMONY OF ZACHARY L. HEIDEN, ESQ.
LD 221-Ought to Pass As Amended
An Act Making Unified Appropriations and Allocations for the Expenditures of State
Government, General Fund and Other Funds and Changing Certain Provisions of the Law
Necessary to the Proper Operations of State Government for the Fiscal Years Ending June
30, 2021, June 30, 2022 and June 30, 2023

Joint Standing C01mnittee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
March 1, 2021
Senator Breen, Representative Pierce and distinguished members of the Joint Standing
Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs, greetings. My name is Zachary Heiden, and
I am Chief Counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union of Maine, a statewide organization
committed to advancing and preserving civil liberties guaranteed by the Maine and U.S.
Constitutions. On behalf of our members, I am here to testify in support of amending the budget
as it pertains to the appropriation for the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services.
Nobody who is accused of a crime should have to wonder whether the lawyer appointed
for them by the government is competent. Nobody facing the potential of having their child taken
away should have to wonder whether the lawyer provided to them by the government is being
adequately compensated and has the necessary support to devote themselves fully to the task of
counselor and advocate. Nobody at risk of losing their liberty, their job, their access to credit or
an education, and in some cases their life, 1 should have to wonder whether the lawyer assigned to
them by the government has the skills and the experience necessary to provide a constitutionallyadequate defense.

Although we do not have the death penalty, people in congregate settings, which includes people in
prison and jail, are at an increased risk of contracting and dying of COVID-19. Moreover, multiple people
have died in the custody of our con-ections system.
1
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Maine is not living up to its constitutional obligation to guarantee the assistance of
counsel to people who have been accused of crimes but who cannot afford an attorney. While
there is much room for respectful disagreement among people of good will on a wide range of
public policy questions, there is no room for disagreement about the state's obligation to follow
the constitution. Every member of this committee took an oath to follow the constitution when
you took office, as did eve1y other member of the legislature, as did the Governor. Following the
constitution is not up for debate.

The Sixth Amendment Center, a national organization with expertise on the right to
counsel, was hired by the legislature to do an investigation. It issued its findings nearly two years
ago. These findings made it clear that Maine is not meeting its constitutional obligation to
guarantee the assistance of counsel to people who are accused of crimes and who cannot afford
an attorney. The Sixth Amendmen t Center found that the attorney qualification standards are too
lenient, that training is inadequate, and that oversight is practically nonexistent. And, the Sixth
Amendment Center provided a list of recommendations for the state to pursue to come into
compliance with the law and the constitution. After nearly two years, none of the most important
substantive recommendations have been adopted. None. In no other area of government would
we think it appropriate to outsource a critical public function to private contractors with no
supervision or accountability. Yet for the constitutionally-required government function of
ensuring fair trials for people at risk of losing liberty or property, we are doing just that.
In United States v. Cronic, the Supreme Court held that the right to the assistance of
counsel means the right to the effective assistance of counsel. Fundamentally, that means
ensuring that only qualified attorneys are permitted to represent defendants, that those attorneys
are well trained, that they are appropriately compensated, and that they are supervised. No other
state in the country relies entirely on private attorneys to fulfill this important public role, and for
good reason: it is much more challenging to supervise private attorneys scattered throughout the
state as compared to public defenders housed in a few well-resourced offices.
Many lawyers in Maine who serve as appointed counsel do in fact provide excellent
assistance- despite the absence of support, adequate compensation, oversight, and training from
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the state. But too many lawyers are unable to overcome these system-wide challenge. What's
worse-the state has no mechanism in place for evaluating whether lawyers are doing everything
they are supposed to do, or for ensuring adequate performance across the board. And, Maine is
not going to be able to keep the excellent attorneys, or to attract new excellent attorneys to join
their ranks (pmticularly in underserved parts of the state) because the rate of compensation is so
low and because Maine does not contribute to overhead expenses for defense attorneys, as it does
for prosecutors.
Last year, the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services requested money in the
biennial budget to expand its office staff to allow it to provide meaningful training and
supervision. It also requested money in the biennial budget to add a statewide public defender
appellate office, to provide high-quality representation and to help keep lawyers updated on the
many developing areas of the law. And, it requested money in the biennial budget to establish the
state's first trial-level public defender office right down the street from the statehouse in
Kennebec County. Reasonable people can disagree about the details of these requests-for
example, only establishing one public defender's office over the course of the biennium does not
seem like enough, especially when there is a chronic lawyer shortage in some of our rural
counties, which could be mitigated by the establishment of appropriately funded public defender
offices with respectable salaries, benefits, and staff suppo1t.
But the MCILS budget included in the Governor's budget is not reasonable. It included
none of the funding that MCILS had said was necessary to provide adequate supervision,
training, and compensation for Maine's public defense system. Nothing for the central office.
Nothing for the appellate office. Nothing for the Kennebec County trial-level public defender
office. Perhaps the problem is that, for years, MCILS told the legislature that eve1ything was
working just fine, and now when MCILS is finally acknowledging how deeply and fatally
broken Maine's system is, some in the government are slow to believe them.
In addition to the Sixth Amendment Center Report, we have also had a rep01t from
OPEGA pointing out that MCILS has not adopted the rules and standards mandated in statute.
We have heard MCILS commissioners and staff acknowledge in public meetings that its existing
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standards and mies have not been enforced. It is not clear what else should be necessary. In New
York, Montana, Michigan, Washington, Pennsylvania, Idaho, Missouri, Nevada, Indiana,
California, and Utah, the ACLU had no choice but to take the state to court in order to force it to
comply with the Sixth Amendment. But we do have a choice here. Long, protracted class-action
litigation, and long protracted court-ordered consent decrees, are time-consuming and expensive.
At the end of seven years of indigent defense reform litigation in New York, the state wrote a
check to the ACLU for $5.5 million in attorney fees. That is money that would be far better spent
on improvements to the system.

The most imp01iant thing that you can do is to ensure that MCILS has the funding to do
what it recognizes is necessary. It will save the state money in the long mn, but it will also do
something far more imp01iant, which is to ensure that our state is living up to its ideals and that
our government is upholding its oath to defend the constitution. The ACLU of Maine urges you
to add MCILS's request to the biennial budget and to pass the budget as amended.

February 26, 2021

Appropriations and Financial Affairs Committee
Criminal Justice and Public Safety Committee
Re: Joint Public Hearing Monday March 1, 2021

Thank you Senator Breen, Chair of The Appropriations and Financial Affairs Committee, and Senator
Deschambault and Representative Warren, Chairs of The Criminal Justice and Public Safety Committee
for the opportunity to offer comments at this joint public hearing. I am Jack Williams, board chair of the
Restorative Justice Project Maine. i live in West Rockport and am a retired vice-president of Camden
National Bank.
RJPM is a 16-year-old 501(c)3 that has actively engaged in diverting youth and adults from Maine's
criminal justice system, funded largely by contracts with the Department of Corrections and county
governments We provide restorative practices conferencing; reentry support at Maine Coastal Regional
Reentry Center in Belfast; training for school administrators and staff in restorative alternatives to
detention, suspension and expulsion; restorative practices support to Long Creek Youth Development
Center; training for community members as mentors and counselors in restorative practices. Most
recently, we are engaged in planning and implementing Community Justice Centers in Waldo, Knox,
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties through a $924,000 grant from the federal Department of Justice. The
centers will engage local leaders and community service organizations in providing critical support
services to keep individuals from entering the criminal justice system as well as re-entering society
following incarceration.
We know from our 16-year involvement in these areas that the social and financial health of the State of
Maine improves when we keep our citizens from-entering tbe criminal justice system, when appropriate,
and when those who have entered this system have access to services that help them re-enter society
constructively. Unfortunately, those services are seldom available, in part because of the huge budgets
that support incarceration instead of rehabilitatioTL
Therefore, The Restorative Justice Project Maine asks you to reject the Criminal Justice and Public Safety
budgets, as proposed. We firmly believe that there are ample funds in the combined Public Safety and
Corrections budgets, which total $687M, that could be redirected to creating and supporting
community~based support services that will enhance the long-term social and financial health of Maine.
The $27M used to house 28 youths at Long Creek is a glaring example of misspent tax dollars.
Thank you for allowing The Restorative Justice Program Maine to present testimony on these proposed
budgets. We look forward to a new era in which our money is spent helping people instead of prolonging
the lives of expensive and outdated institutions and services.

\espectfully submi ed

1
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Williams

Board Chair, The Restorative Justice Project Maine

HANLY LAW
PORTLAND, MAINE

KRISTINE C. HANLY, Managing Partner
ALISON B. THOMPSON, Senior Counsel

Kristine@HanlyLaw.com
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STEPHEN H. SHEA, Associate Counsel
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March 1, 2021
Sen Cathy Breen, Chair
Rep. Teresa Pierce, Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations & Financial Affairs
Maine State Legislature
100 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333
Sen. Anne Camey, Chair
Rep. Thom Hamett, Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary
Maine State Legislature
100 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333

RE:

LD 221, 2022-2023 Biennial Budget Proposal, Funding for the Maine Commission
011 Indigent Legal Services (MCILS)

Dear Sen. Breen, Rep. Pierce and Members of the Appropriations Committee; Sen. Camey, Rep.
Hamett, and Members of the Judiciary Committee:
My name is Kristine Hanly and I am writing to express my significant concern with the funding
level contained in the Budget with respect to the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services. In
order to provide the Constitutionally required effective assistance of counsel to indigent Mainers,
funding levels for MCILS need to be substantially increased. For this reason, I oppose the current
funding level contained in the Budget related to MCILS. I support the entirety of the MCILS proposal
for additional funding.
By way of brief background, after graduating from the University of Maine School of Law in
2009, I have dedicated my practice to criminal defense. I own a small law finn in Portland Maine.
Hanly Law currently employs two additional attorneys and two staff members. I am the Chair of the
30 Danforth Street, Suite 213
Portland, ME 04101
207.699.2278

Criminal Law section of the MSBA, I se1ve on the Law Comi's Advisory Committee for the Maine
Rules of Criminal Procedure, and I currently se1ve as the defense attorney liaison to the Cumberland
County Adult Drug Court. I am a panel member of the CJA and accept comi appointed cases in
Federal Court. I am writing to urge the full funding ofMCILS' entire budget request including the
increase of central office staff, funding an appellate division and increasing the rates paid to attorneys.
Other than my role as the defense attorney liaison to the Adult Drng Treatment Court, I cmTently only
accept a few comi appointments as necessaiy to continue to provide continuity of se1vices for clients
with whom I have previously worked. Prior to pausing my comi appointments, I have provided
services within the MCILS system since its inception in 2010. I am hopeful that my personal
experience and my familiarity with the system can be helpful to the Committee.
I know that rostered attorneys have borne the brnnt of a lot of recent bad press regarding poor
billing practices. I understand that the Executive Branch and perhaps the legislature is concerned about
adding funding to a system that appears to have problems with financial oversight. To that point, there
are a number of fairly simple systemic changes MCILS can implement to better control financial
oversight of the billing practices. Since taking over as the Interim Executive Director, Justin Andrus
has already implemented a number of these changes. I would urge the Committee not to allow the
financial oversight concerns to sour your view on the quality of the majority of attorneys who make up
the roster of court-appointed counsel. I think it is possible to recognize that the system as a whole
needs to be better without necessarily disparaging the individual members of that system.
I would like to say that the majority of my colleagues are extremely hardworking, dedicated and
zealous advocates for their indigent clients. Most attorneys do not accept court appointments in an
effort to be high-paid attorneys; the current rate of pay does not allow for that outcome. These
wonderful advocates are doing great work in spite of the system, out of dedication to their clients.
While I have no doubt that the majority of my colleagues provide excellent work, I use the phrase "in
spite of' because unfmtunately, ifMCILS remains underfunded and understaffed, they do not have the
man-power to actually confom that the attorneys are providing Constitutionally adequate
representation. Nor do they have the appropriate funding to train, support and cultivate new attorneys
to ensure a pipeline of available attorneys to Constitutionally adequate representation.
Increased financial oversight is only a pmi of the reason additional funding is required. In order
to satisfy its Constitutional obligation, the State should fully fund a system that allows for the
appropriate training, oversight and suppmi of the attorneys providing the services to indigent legal
clients. The system should not be reliant on the altrnistic nature of the majority of the practitioners who
work tirelessly for their clients despite the low pay, long hours and the personal toll this work can take
on practitioners. For most ofus who have ever represented this population, we recognize that we are
usually the last thin line between these clients and personal min. Most indigent clients do not have a
discrete legal problem that can easily be untangled from the circumstances of their life. The system
should be funded well enough so that MCILS has the oversight capacity to confom the quality of the
representation provided by these zealous advocates.
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IfMCILS has the full 10 staff positions, it can implement and most importantly, oversee and
review more stringent qualifications for attorneys on the roster. With extra staff, MCILS can confirm
the appropdate skill-level of rostered attorneys and weed out the few outliers that don't have the
requisite skill, either in general, or for the specific case-types for which they are rostered. Without the
appropriate staff, the system is propped up by the altruistic ideals of the attorneys who do this work. I
am confident that with more oversight, MCILS would be able to show that the vast majority of
attorneys d0ing this work are the excellent attorneys we believe them to be. That MCILS doesn't have
the staff capacity to confinn this notion is a problem. This lack of capacity leads to the potential for the
wholesale undervaluing of counsel, erodes public confidence in the attorneys and has a detrimental
effect 011 the indigent clients for whom the system is supposed to serve.
In addition to confirming the skill-level of the current roster, with the appropiiate level of
funding MCILS can also provide appropriate training and support to attorneys. Enhanced training
would help confirm and/or create a base-level of skill, but could and should also support more seasoned
attorneys as they hone their skills in more difficult case-types. The appropriate staff-level would also
allow for more hands-on review of attorneys once they are on the roster to confirm that best practices
are being followed. This hands-on review would include additional financial oversight as well.
With respect to the rate increase, I defer to and fully suppmi the Sixth Amendment Center's
report as to why it is Constitutionally required. In addition to the Constitutional requirement, there is
the practical effect that a higher rate will result in more quality work. Seasoned attorneys would have
more incentive to remain on the roster or come back to the roster if there were not such a large financial
disparity between their private practice and their court-appointed practice. Incentivizing more
seasoned attorneys to return to the roster will relieve pressure on the system in a number of ways.
Those attorneys can focus on the more difficult case-types for which their experience is required to
provide effective legal services, while allowing newer attorneys to handle less complicated matters
while gaining necessaiy experience. Experienced attorneys can also leverage their skill-set to be more
efficient without compromising the quality of work they provide. Retaining experienced attorneys will
help lower the caseload of each individual attorney, and can provide mentorship and guidance to the
newer attorneys in the system.
In law firms the general mle of thumb is that in a healthy business, 1/3 of revenue goes to the
attorney(s), 1/3 goes to taxes and 1/3-goes to the office overhead. It is important to remember that the
$60/hour rate is not what attorneys actually take home. Because court appointed attorneys are contract
attorneys, they pay quarterly estimated taxes out of that rate, they pay for health insurance out of that
rate, they pay for their staff (if they can afford staff) and the rest of their office overhead out ofthat
rate. (MCILS require certain minimum office standards in order to be compliant with the mies.). In
addition to appropriately valuing the important work that these attorneys do, there is likely to be a
positive local economic impact to a rate increase as well. A likely result of an increased rate is not that
attorneys will "pocket" the difference. A likely result is that attorneys will take steps to enhance their
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business by hiring staff, renting office space and purchasing additional professional services all of
which will have a positive impact on the local economy.
The budget discussion has also raised vigorous debate about whether a Public Defender System
should be implemented. Some of my colleagues take this discussion personally, as working for
indigent clients is not just their way of making money, but is their chosen professional vocation. It is
hard when it feels like one's life's work is being disregarded and disrespected. With respect to whether
a Public Defender Office is warranted or not, MCILS is the current system for provision of indigent
legal services. The Constitution requires that the MCILS be appropriately staffed and funded now.
I would respectfully caution against comparing apples and oranges. Amongst some proponents,
a Public Defender System is being held up as the panacea to the perceived problems with MCILS. A
Public Defender System will only solve these problems if it is also adequately funded. Compa1ing the
current, underfunded MCILS system with a hypothetical fully funded PD office will of course yield
unfavorable results for MCILS. MCILS has been woefully underfunded for its entire existence. It
needs to be adequately funded, now, regardless of whether there are plans to change the system in the
future. Only ,vhen the current system is functioning with enough funding to have a full complement of
staff to oversee, train, supervise and pay the current attorneys can the decision-makers compare the
merits of a roster system with a public defender system. A public defender system will also not have
any bea1ing on the provision of services to pa1·ents in Protective Custody proceedings. I will defer to
my colleagues who currently practice in that arena to explain the challenges inherent in that practice.
Finally, whenever I discuss indigent legal offense, I can't help but point out that the State is
Constitutionally required to provide indigent legal services to those that are charged with a crime that
carries a risk of jail. This is necessarily a reactionary function. MCILS has to provide for the
representation of eve,y Mainer who is indigent and who faces a risk of jail. MCILS has no say over
what charges are brought; that function remains within the discretion of the Prosecution. If the
legislature would like to reduce the budget of the system as a whole, they can look at eliminating
mandatory minimum sentences which trigger a risk ofjail in cases that may otherwise not have a risk
of jail, they can look at decriminalizing certain statutes so that clients are not swept up into the system
and finally they can look at alternatives to incarceration. (An example taken from my personal
experience is that the Adult Drug Treatment Cami costs approximately $1,400 per person per year and
greatly reduces the rate of recidivism of that paiiicipant. A participant is healthier and the community
is safer upon their release, than a similarly situated client who is incarcerated at the rate of
approximately $44,000 per year per person. This is but one of many examples where providing
treatment or community support would greatly reduce our overall budget.) The DOC budget proposal
requests 421 million dollars to supervise and incarcerate Mainers. The Long Creek budget requests 27
million dollars to incarcerate 23 juveniles. The majority of Mainers who find themselves in the
criminal justice system have substance use disorders, mental health diagnoses or both. The majority of
juveniles who find themselves in the juvenile justice system could benefit from a more supportive
home life. If only a fraction of these budgets were reinvested into enhanced community support and
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treatment of mental health and substance use disorders, the entire system will reap the benefits of
healthier Mainers and lower costs across the board, including in the provision of indigent legal
services. In the meantime, the State is Constitutionally required to provide effective representation to
every indigent citizen that finds himself or herself at risk of jail. The Appropriations Committee should
fund MCILS' entire original request in order to do so.

Sincerely,
/s/ Kristine C. Hanly
Kristine C. Hanly, Esq.

cc:

File
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AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION

Maine
TESTIMONY OF MICHAEL KEBEDE, ESQ.
LD 221-Ought to Pass As Amended
An Act Making Unified Appropriations and Allocations for the Expenditures of State
Government, General Fund and Other Funds and Changing Certain Provisions of the Law
Necessary to the Proper Operations of State Government for the Fiscal Years Ending June
30, 2021, June 30, 2022 and June 30, 2023
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
March 1, 2021
Senator Breen, Representative Pierce and distinguished members of the Joint Standing
Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs, greetings. My name is Michael Kebede, and
I am Policy Counsel of the American Civil Liberties Union of Maine, a statewide organization
committed to advancing and preserving civil libe1ties guaranteed by the Maine and U.S.
Constitutions. On behalf of our members, I am here to testify in support of amending the budget
as it pertains to appropriations to the Departments of Corrections and Public Safety.
The most recent eruption of protests across the U.S. and in our own state have laid bare
what we-,ve known for too long: we have relied on the policing institutions in our country to
solve challenges better suited to our healthcare~ housing, and educational systems. White
Mainers have suffered as a result, but nonwhite Mainers, poor Mainers, and Mainers with
disabilities have suffered most acutely:. We cannot allow this to continue, and the budget
shmtfalls associated with the COVID-19 pandemic give us a chance to step back and reassess
how and where we invest our funds.
These inherently systemic issues require us to radically rethink our budgets at every level
of government. It is time to divest from law enforcement and reinvest in our communities.
Divesting from the Departments of Corrections and Public Safety and investing in alternatives
will keep local communities safe and help them thrive. Our school, housing, and healthcare
systems are woefully underfunded, and the ordinary Mainers pay a heavy price.
Take juvenile justice as an example. According to perhaps the most rigorous study about
juvenile justice ever conducted in Maine, well over half of incarcerated youth have a recent

history of mental or behavioral illness. 1 69% of youth cmTently committed in Long Creek
received behavioral health services through MaineCare the year before they were committed. 2
71 % of that group received the most intensive fonn of behavioral health services. 3 For too many
Maine children, the juvenile justice system has become the default provider of behavioral and
mental health services. At a recent public hearing on LD 320, An Act To Provide Counsel for
Juveniles and Improve Due Process for Juveniles, the governor's office discussed its concerns
with providing due process for young people caught up in the juvenile justice system, saying that
there might not be enough resources to provide young people who are incarcerated a twiceyearly review of their sentence. 4 The governor's office also testified that they "also question
whether DHHS is presently equipped to handle the needs of this unique population [of children
under the age of 11] if detention is entirely eliminated as a possibility. " 5 This is a budget choice
the state is making: to resource a children's prison over mental health treatment and behavioral
support. 6
And yet, correctional officers are not mental health service providers. To remedy this
problem, the Juvenile Justice System Assessment and Reinvestment Task Force recommended
strengthening the continuum of community health programs. One way to do this is to close our
youth p1ison, which costs tens of millions of dollars but houses only twenty-eight youths, and
transfer the funds to community-based alternatives to incarceration. 7 Our adult corrections
system is similar: weli over half of the people in our jails and prisons face significant mental
health challenges or substance use disorder. We have turned to prisons to solve problems better
suited to public health.

1
Maine Juvenile Justice System Assessment & Reinvestment Task Force Report at 9, available at https://irpcdn.multiscreensite. com/de 71 6 780/fi! es/up l oaded/Maine%20J uvenilc% 1 OJ ustice%20System'%20Assessment% '0FI
N.AL% 10REPORT%202-25-10.pdf; see generally Maine Juvenile Justice System Assessment & Reinvestment Task
Force, Website, available at ·ww,v.maineiitaskforce.org/about. The taskforce was created by the 129th Legislature's
LD 1108, which is available at
httn://v.'\vw.mainelegislature.org/legis1bills/getPDF.asp'?paper=HP08 l 2&item= I &snum= 129.
2
Task Force Report at 9.
3
Id. at 107.
4
See Feb. 24, 2021 testimony of Gerald Reid, available at
http://ivww. mainelegislature. orgllegislbil!slgetTestimonyDoc. asp ?id= 144038.
s Id.
6
Even looking exclusively at finances, it makes little sense to fund a children's prison over mental health
treatment and behavioral health care-given the federal Medicaid dollars available for the latter.
7
The Place Matters report seties, published by the University of Southern Maine's Muskie School, offer
perhaps the most thorough summary of our current alternatives to youth incarceration. These reports are all available
here: https://placemattersmaine.org/report-seti es/.
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Divesting from our policing systems and investing in our social systems would not only
improve the lives of our state's most vulnerable people, but it would also improve the lives of
those who are employed by policing systems. Prisons harm not just prisoners, but also prison
guards; policing hurts not just the policed, but also the police. The deeds that the policing system
sometimes pressures its workers into are almost ce1iainly connected to low life expectancies and
high rates ofdepression and suicide of police and corrections staff. 8 The sooner we devise and
fund alternative livelihoods for our police and prison staff the likelier we are to improve the
length and quality of their lives.
On behalf of our members, we urge you to start the long-overdue process of reducing the
budgets of our prisons, jails, and policing systems and invest in our housing, healthcare, and
educational infrastructures.
Thank you for your attention.

Michael Sisak and Jim Mustain, Police departments confront 'epidemic' in officer suicides, PBS, Aug. 15,
2019, available at pbs.org/newshour/nation/police-departments-confront-epidemic-in-officer-suicides.
8
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March 1, 2021
Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
State House, Rm. 228
Augusta, ME 04333
RE: LD 221--the Proposed Maine State Budget

Dear Senator Breen, Representative Pierce and Honorable Members of the Committee,
I serve as co-director of the Scholars Strategy Network (SSN), Maine chapter. We are a
volunteer network of dozens of academics and researchers, based throughout Maine,
dedicated to strengthening democracy and public policy through clear communication of
policy-relevant research-expertise. I am also an Associate Professor of Political Science at
the University of Maine where I co-direct a research effort examining prospects for drug
policy reforms (harm reduction and decriminalization) here in Maine. My comments below
do not reflect any position of my university, but rather my expertise on the issue and a
resident of Hampden, ME.
I am writing in strong opposition to the currently proposed budget, as I feel it reflects a failed and
untenable approach to issues of substance use disorder currently felt within our communities.
The budget includes over $266 million for the Department of Public Safety. This includes $127
million f-or the State Police and an appropriation for the Maine Drug Enforcement Agency that is
double what it was a decade ago.
In the course of working on this issue in Maine, I have repeatedly listened to public officials, law
enforcement, and the justice system state that "we cannot arrest our way out of this problem."
We have listened to the frustration expressed by those in law enforcement called to face
individuals with complex mental health substance use related issues for which they-never
received adequate training. And yet this budget reflects priorities grotmded in our repeated
attempts to do just this: criminalizir.g people who use drugs, community members who are in
need of our help and compassion.
In the course of the research we have conducted over the last several months, we have learned
that ther,e is hunger for bold, creative alternatives that recognize the humanity of people who use
drugs. We are already seeing the positive impacts of some of these initiatives:
medication-assisted treatment (MAT) for people who are incarcerated, expanded access to life
saving overdose prevention medication, expanded access to treatment through Mainecare
expansion. These are promising first steps, but we can do so much more.

As we face a crisis of problematic drug use in our communities, and as we confront truly
staggering loss via a daily onslaught of overdose and death, further investment in punishing
people who use drugs and locking them up will perpetuate this cycle. This budget would sustain
that cycle.
I challenge those in the Legislature and those in leadership positions in our state and our
communities to imagine another possibility. One where our investments reflect priorities
grounded in our common humanity and our responsibilities to one another. As currently framed,
this budget does not refl-ect that.
Maine has a well-earned reputation as a public policy leader and so many organizations and bold
individuals are already crafting a statewide harm reduction network. Numerous promising bills
this legislative session reflect their calls for a new, visionary approach. Here, too, is an area
where Maine can live up to its motto, Dirigo, implementing its own pragmatic, human-centered
policy approach to drug use.
Sincerely,

Robert W. Glover
Associate Professor of Political Science
Co-Director, Maine Chapter of the Scholars Strategy Network

Janet Drew
York
testifyJn opposition to this proposed budget. It doesn't reflect the increasing calls for judicial
reform in every US state, county & town. Maine, too, has a responsibility to change from this
system of disproportionately punishing mental illness, drug use, people of color and poverty.
Worst, this toxic environment turns the small mistakes of juveniles into years of persistent
trauma-induced disorders.
Our budgetneeds to reflect a priority: To providasupport & opportunity to vulnerable families
and communities,_ To recognize that draconian drug laws have not reduced overall-drug use,
To invest more in professional community responders, supports_& services to better respond
to social ills and 911 calls. Our budget needs to Demonstrate a Commitment to those
priorities. Instead this plan continues its_bloated support for police and cages. This is all
particularly disturbing during-a life-threatening pandemic and .is worst in confined spaces.
The pandemic has extended time to court dates, yet courts still require bail besides!
-PLEASE! Prisons don't make us_safer. Our system fails to help victims heal, but instead
oppresses accused individuals, their innocent families, and communities (high prison #s, high
recidivism, post-prison oppressions ... )
I hope you will support ongoing criminal justice reform. Start b}' fixing this budget!
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March 1, 2021
Sen. Cathy Breen, Chair
Rep. Teresa Pierce, Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations &
Financial Affairs
Maine State Legislature
100 State House Station
Augusta, :tvIB 04 3 33
Re:

Sen. Anne Carney, Chair
Rep. Thom Harnett, Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary
Maine State Legislature
100 State House Station
Augusta, ME 04333

LD 221, 2022-2023 Biennial Budget Proposal, Funding for the Maine Commission on
Indigent Legal Services (MC/LS)

Dear Sen. Breen, Rep. Pierce, and Members of the Appropriations Committee; Sen. Carney, Rep. Harnett,
and Members of the Judiciary Committee:
On behalf of the Board of Governors of the Maine State Bar Association, we write to express our
significant concerns regarding current funding levels contained in the Budget wjth regard to the
Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, more specifically that funding levels proposed are
flat without any year over year increase. The MSBA believes that, in order for the State of Maine to
provide effective assistance of counsel to indigent Mainers, funding levels for MCILS need to be
substantially increased. For this reason, we oppose the current funding levels in the Budget related to
MCILS.

About us. The Maine State Bar Association is a statewide trade association chartered in 1891 by the
Maine Legislature. The Association currently represents approximately 3000 attorneys in the State in both
public service and private practice. The Association maintains 28 separate sections covering nearly every
field of law practiced in Maine, from Administrative Law to Workers' Compensation Law.
Discussion. Access to justice is a key part of our Association's mission, and the work of the Maine
Commission en Indigent Legal Services falls squarely within this mission. MCILS is the State's system
for providing effective legal counsel to citizens who cannot afford to fund their own defense in criminal
and child-protective matters. MCILS is a key underpinning of Maine-' s justice sys-tern, including ensuring
that the State is in -compliance with the Sixth Amendment right to counsel.
MCILS was established by the Legislature in 2009 to provide high quality representation to Maine
citizens who are entitled to counsel at State expense under the United States Constitution or under the
Constitution or statutes of Maine. The Commission's mission is to protect-the rights of Maine's indigent
citizens in courts throughout the State by contracting with private counsel to provide legal representation.
In addition, MCILS provides oversight, support, and training to assigned private counsel to ensure the
quality of the representation they provide.
As highlighted in the 2019 Report of the Sixth Amendment Center, which was commissioned by the
State of Maine to evaluate MCILS, MCILS has not been able to fully satisfy its mission in a variety of
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areas, in part due to a lack of resources. A subsequent report by OPEGA underscored the challenges
facing MCILS. On January 15 of this year, the MCILS issued an Annual Report identifying a range of
modifications to adaress the challenges raised by OPEGA and the Sixth Amendment Center, all of which
will require more resources. Without getting into the specific issues highlighted in these reports, it is
clear that making progress to ensure a fair and adequate system of indigent legal services will require
more financial resources - resources to provide for additional staff capacity to properly oversee the
system; resources to provide support and training for lawyers; and resources to set legal fees at a level
necessary to attract and retain quality attorneys.
Earlier this session,the Judiciary Committee recommended the addition of two additional staff members
to MCILS as part of the Supplemental Budget, which was an important step that we support. These staff
members do not appear to be funded in the Biennial Budget. We strongly encourage the inclusion of this
funding in addition to the funding necessmy for addressing the issues we highlight above.
We acknowledge that progress is being made within MCILS regarding eff01ts to train and develop
qualifications for participating attorneys, and the Board of MCILS is working diligently to move the
system in a positive direction. However, for the Board to succeed so that Maine can make the most
impactful changes necessary to move the system fonvard, the State needs to commit itself to providing
the financial resources necessary to retain and attract, train, and oversee quality attorneys. We hope the
Maine Legislature heeds this call, for the benefit of all Mainers.

Conclusion. For these reasons, we cannot support flat-funding MCILS in the State Budget, and we urge
the Maine Legislature to substantially increase funding for MCILS to ensure that indigent Mainers truly
have access to quality legal services. If you have questions or need additional infonnation, please do not
hesitate to let us know.
Sincerely,

Kelly McDonald
President, Board of Governors

cc:

Angela Armstrong, ExecutiveDirector
:R_achel Okun, Chair, MSBA Legislative Committee
Frank H. Bishop, Jr., Chair, MSBA MCILS Working Group
James L Cohen, Verrill Dana, LLP

Kennebec County Courthouse
95 State Street, Augusta, ME 04330
(P) 207,623-1156 or 207-623-1157
(F) 207,622-5839

Maeghan Maloney
District Attorney
Frayla Tarpinian
Deputy District Attorney

Somerset County Courthouse
41 Court Street, Skowhegan, ME 04976
(P) 207-474-2423 or 207-474-5517
(F) 207-474-7407

STATE OF MAINE

OFFICE OF THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
PROSECUTORIAL DISTRICT IV

February 28, 2021
Senator Breen, Representative Pierce, and Honorable Members of the Appropriations
Committee, my name is Maeghan Maloney, I am the District Attorney for Kennebec and Somerset
Counties. I am here today in support of the Public Defender pilot project being considered for Kennebec
County.
The United States Constitution, 6th Amendment, guarantees the right to counsel for those accused
of criminal conducL Our criminal justice system works when there are dedicated, passionate attorneys
on both sides. In my personal experience, I am often impressed with the high quality of defense
representation. But an independent study of Maine's system of indigent defense, found us to be lacking
in consistent, high quality. We can and must do better. A pilot project is the perfect place to start. I am in
support of the Kennebec County pilot project being proposed by Justin Andrus, the executive director of
Maine's Commission on Indigent Legal Services. I hope you will give this the high priority it requires.
Thank you for your consideration and for your service to our great state,
J.1aeghan Maloney

Maeghan M-aloney
District Attorney

Maeghan Maloney
District Attorney

Support of a public defenders' office pilot program in Kennebec.

Maine Indian Tribal- State Co1nmission
Chairperson
Paul Dovming

Managing Director
Paul G. Thibeault

Testimony Before the Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
and the
Joint Standing Committee on the Judiciary
March 1, 2021
Good morning Senator Breen, Representative Pierce, and Members ofi:he Joint Standing
Committee on Appropriations and Financiai Affairs; Senator Carney, Representative Harnett,
andrnembers of the Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary. My name is Paul Thibeault, and I
am the Managing Director of the Maine Indian Tribal-State Commission, or MITSC. I am here
today to testify on the bienniai budget bill, LD 221.
The Commission's baseline budget is on page A-329 of the budget document.
The Maine Indian Tribal-State Commission was created in 1980 as part of the Maine
Implementing Act. By statute, the Commission consists of 13 members. At full strength, 6 of the
members of MITSC come from the State, appointed by the Governor, and confirmed by the
Legislature. The Tribes also appoint a tota! of 6. members, consisting of 2 from each of the
signatory Tribes. Those 12 members choose the Chairperson. The primary role of MITSC is to
continually review- the effectiveness of the Maine Implementing Act and the social, economic,
and legai relationships between the State of Maine, the Houlton Band of 1\/laliseet Indians, the
Passamaquoddy Tribe, and the Penobscot Nation. The Commission makes legislative and other
policy recommendations to the State and Tribal Governments based on its ongoing
reviews. The Commission has additional specific regulatory responsibilities concerning
designated bodies of water bordered or surrounded by-Indian Territory, and MITSC is
authorized to conduct studies and make recommendations regarding fish and wildlife policies
on non-Indian lands .to protect fish and wildlife on lands and waters that are subject to
regulation by the Tribes and the Commission. MITSC also provides education and acts as a
general resource on Tribai-State issues.
State funding for MITSC has been set at $111,614 for several years. Continued flat funding is
not adequate for MITSC to fully meet its statutory responsibilities under the Maine
Implementing Act-. ·MITSC currently has a skeletal staff consisting of a full-time Managing
Director supplemented by part-time contractors for special projects, bookkeeping, and IT
assistance. MITSC would not be able to employ even the current skeletal staff except that it has
been utilizing a carryover of funds resulting from a period of inactivity in 2016-2018 when the
State seats on MITSC were left vacant. To put it most simply, without the temporary carryover
13 Commissary Point Rd
Trescott Township, ME

W\YW.mitsc.org

Office: (207) 733-2222
Mobile: (207) 271-7762
pthibeault@mitsc.org

funds MITSC would not even be able to have a full-time Managing Director. The current parttime contract work on research projects is also possible only because of the carryover funds.
Last year the half-time Administrative Assistant position was eJiminated. Preferably MITSC
would have such a position to handle various office duties. However, that position is currently
regarded as a luxury that MITSC cannot prioritize over more substantive staffing needs.
Accordingly, this funding request does not include any funds to restore that position.
The Commission has stretched available resources in various ways. Last year a state-appointed
commissioner donated many hours of pro bona legal work to prepare an amicus brief in the
First Circuit Court of Appeals. For years, the former Chairperson donated extensive time,
sometimes 20 or more hours per week, functioning essentially as a part-time volunteer staff
member. To help MITSCstretch its resources, the current part-time contractors are working atlow rates. For example, an outstanding retired attorney is assisting MITSC on special projects
for just $40 per hour. Over the past two years MITSC has developed a strong collaborative
relationship with the neighboring Cobscook Institute which allows MITSC to utilize the
lnstitute's excellent facilities at low costs.
On July 1, 2020 MITSC Commissioners approved a conservative bud.get for FY21 that inciudes
only one employee {the Managing Director} and projects stretching out the carryover funds so
that the Commission's current level of activity could be extended through FY22. However, that
budget is not adequate for MITSC to function as it should. Moreover, even with such restricted
spending, MITSC wi!l likely face major retrenchment by the end of fiscal year 2022.
MJTSC's actual financial need to function as it should is approximately $92,000 per year above
the current flat funding level. That amount of funding would allow MITSC to employ a second
full-time staff member to do substantive work and provide effective backup for the Managing
Director. Even-if such a second staff position was limited to 60% time, MITSC would still need
approximately $69,000 above its current annual funding. In the summer of 2019, a one-time
grant enabled MITSC to have a second full-time staff member, a law student who did research
and writing and performed many other tasks. That experience demonstrated that such a staff
member is exactly what MITSC needs to function as it should. Lacking such a second employee,
MITSC is understaffed and is currently using the remaining carryover funds to pay for part-time
contractors to partially meet the staffing need.
MffSC used approximately $49,000 of carryover funds in FY20. It appears that by June 30, 2021
MITSC will have used approximately another $SD,000 of carryover from FY20. Those figures
would have been much larger if Covid-19 had not severely limited MITSC activity in the last four
months of FY20 and for all of FY21 to date. The Commission has had no in-person meetings or
related travel expenses since February of 2020. Last year, the Judiciary Committee and
Governor's supplemental budget recognized that MITSC needed a one-time increase of $50,000
for FY21. That potential funding increase was lost because of Covid-19.

2

MITSC has very broad responsibilities under section 6212 of the Maine Implementing Act. The
relationships between the Tribes and the State encompass a wide range of issues including but
not limited to natural resources, economic development, health care, public safety, public
welfare, courts, corrections, and education. However, as a result of limited resources and
staffing, MITSC is currently able to address only a portion of its statutory responsibilities.
MITSC has been going through a period of transition. Only three of the Commission members
were on the Commission two years ago. The current Commissioners, Tribal and State, are very
talented and experienced people with a wide range ofexpertise in business, government,
finance, public policy_, law, natural resources management, health care, law enforcement,
emergency management, and other fields. The Commission has recently completed a work plan
to identify ongoing and new issues and projects that it wants to focus on for the balance of
fiscal year 2021 and beyond. The current Commission has great potential to carry out its
statutory role fully if not limited by inadequate funding.
MITSC is currently-using the temporary carryover funds to address some issues that it has
previously been unable to address. For example, MITSC is employing part-time contractors to
conduct a study under section 6207{8} of the Maine Implementing Act with respect to the
impact that fish and wildlife management policies and activities on non-Indian lands have on
tribal sustenance rights and activities. That statutory provision has existed since the Settlement
in 19-80, but MITSC has not previously had the resources to conduct such a study.
Using carryover funds, MITSC anticipates that it can complete the current study this year.
The Commissioners could decide to revise its conservative FY21 budget to expend more
carryover funds this year to temporarily boost the staffing level and work product, but that
would accelerate the date when MITSC would face drastic cuts.
In conclusion, the Maine Indian Tribal-State Commission needs an increase in State funding of
approx[mately $92,000 per year so that it can employ adequate staff. In the alternative and at a
bare minimum, M!:rSC needs-an increase of about $69,000 per year so that it can employ a
second staff member at 60% time.
Respectfully Submitted,
Paul Thibeault
Managing Director
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The Honorable Catherine Breen, Senate Chair
The Honorable Teresa Pierce, House Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
s·state House Station, Augi.1sta~ ME 04333-0005
The Honorable Anne Carney, Senate Chair
The Honorable Thom Harnett, House Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary
100-State House Station, Augusta, ME 04333-0100

Re:

LD 221, the 2022-2023 Bienniaf Budget

To the Joint Standing Committees on Appropriations and Financial Affairs and on the Judiciary:
The Maine Human Rights Commission ("Commission") appreciates the opportunity to comment
- - - o n the initiatives-regarding the Commission-within LD 121~An-Act-Makin g Unified-Approp riations,and--- Allocations for the Expenditures of State Government... for the Fiscal Years Ending June 301 2021, June
30, 2022 and June-30, 2023."
The Commission is a non-parti_san, quasi-independen t entity with a single program {HumanfUghts
Comrrnlssion - Regulation 0150). Established in 1971, the Commission is charged with attempting to
prever1t discr1mination in en:ip_loyment, housing,_access to publk~ccommoda tions, e..ci.~~c_tt~~~, extension
of credit and offensive names, and serves the public interest by providing an administrative body to
___ --~valuate c!!§c:_ri_i:_nJ11_aiion complair1_t.s ir::t_li~u of directft;:i,u_nfiliDgs. The Co1T11JJ~.§.ie>_n investigates, CQ!}fi_U~JE!s
and at times litigates discrimination cases under the Maine Human Rights Act ("MHRA") and enforces
the Maine Whistleblowers' Protection Act {"MWPA"). The Commission also provides guidance to entities
and individuals on interpretations of the law and makes recommendations for further legislation of
executive action concerning infringements on human rights in Maine. 5 M.R.S. §§ 4566(7), (11). The
Commission operates via five Governor-appointed volunteer Commissioners of diverse political parties
who hire-an Executive Director and a Commission Counsel to perform the agency functions.
agency's baseline biennial budget, and the Governor's four proposed initiatives for our
1
agency, can be found on pages 325-327 of Part A.

our

1

Part P (page 19 of General Fund Bill language) also impacts the Commission's attrition rate.

The Agency's FY 2020-2021 Biennium Funding, and Curtailment.
The Commission's FY 2020-2021 Biennial Budget- prepared in Fall 2019- reffected the first major
2
increase in General Fund ("GF'') monies that the agency was to receive in many years.
Heaing into the 2020-2021 Biennium Budget, the Commission had 14 full-time positions, with
___ ··--- nine_funded_by_the_GF_and the ..others_funded_by_Jederal.partnership agreemeots_with_two fe.deraLanti: ______ _
discrimination agencies, the U.S. Equal Empioyment Opportunity Commission ("EEOC") and the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD"); on average, we receive ~$400,000-500,000
per year in funding-about 40% of our annual budget-from our federal worksharing contracts, amounts
dependent upon our production and availability of federal funds in a given year. At the start of FY 2020,
the Commission's staff consisted of five Investigators and one Investigative Supervisor, three case
processing staffers, two Paralegals, a Commission Counsel, a Director of Operations, and an Executive
--- ·-·· Director. In a given year, the Commission · receives approximately 1200 ir.take questionnaires
3
submissions and 700-800 new complaint filings , issues 300 or more investigator reports, and
processes/closes 700 cases. Under the MHRA, the Commission must complete investigatron within two
years of receiving a complaint; in housing cases investigation must be com pie within 100 days.

____

Every one of our staff positions is of critical importance, but Investigators are elemental to our
mission. The Commission experienced unrelenting Investigator turnover for number of years, leading
the agency in March 2019 to seek reclassification for the Investigator position so as to more accurately
acknowledge and compensate the complex legal analysis, independence, and discretion required to
function in the position. At around the same time, one MHR Investigator submitted their own employeeinitiated reclassification request, which was approved on June 27, 2019 (retroactive to August 2018).
Soon thereafter, the other MHR Investigators, positions were reclassified, effective when a permanent
soLJ rce of fund ir,g was identified. .'2.9.tb..•J.nY.~~ti.gi:!JRr....r.~.<;lf!~~Jf.lv.<l!l9.n?..••{~mJ?.I.Q~~~:init.l~.tgg____rJ.Q.9. __ . __ _

m.oo~g~m!::D.t:init.i.~.t~g}.)Ngr.gJ,o.~l.1,1.QggJn.tb.~.f.X.JQZ.Q.:?.9.il!}j$iJ)J:l.l~.UlYQg~t)Nj!b~}?.th.~x.i.nltiati.v.~.~-H?Jt.m!I.
When the COVlD-19 pandemic hit halfway through FY 2020, and the Office of the Governor
required state agencies to find 10% savings in their GF monies, the Commission was able to avoid cutting
positions or its program ·by managing vacancies,· reorganizing how supervisory duties from three
positions were performed, and having one Paralegal voluntarily determine to reduce work to part-time.
In the pul::llic health crisis __ that shortened the Legislative session, tne _$tripped-down. Fy-2020~2021
Biennial Budget understandably did not include the approved reclassifications for Investigators. The
The increase in MHRC funds may have been prompted, at least iA part, by the recommendations issued by a
multi-stakeholder review panel appointed in September 2016 by then-Governor Paul le Page to assess MHR-C
operations, resources, challenges, and neutrality ("Panel Report"). The Panel Report noted that '1-a] thorough
review of the statistics in the Annual Reports of the Commission from 2008 through the present makes it clear
that a very hard working staff is running in place just to continuously fall behind." Panel Report at 4
(https://www.maine.gov/m hrc/sites/maine.gov .mhrc/files/inline-files/M HRCReportFinal.PDF).

2

For each signed, notarized complaint received, our staffers: review it (and what may be many claims within it)
for jurisdiction; prepare requests for information/documents; notify the respondent, receive their answers and
send them to the complainant; receive complainant information/documents supporting the complaint; review
for administrative dismissal; and consider or offer mediation. Typically, by the end of this initial case processing
{every step of which is logged into at least one database), the case has been with our agency for 5-6 months.
3
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s GF monies with a $12,000 reduct ion
Office of the Governor's curtail ment decreased the Commission'
g meetin g space for;-and providing-security at,---- -- of "AII-Other"-funds-for-Commission meetings (rentin
nal Services" funds which had been
month ly public meetings) and with a $37,550 reduct ion of "Perso
who volunt arily reduced th_eir hours.
allotte d as part of salary and benefits payments for the Paralegal
of which (equivalent to about 8.5
Post-curtailment, the Commission has 13.5 staff positions, ten
other positions are funded_viaour_HUD_and ___ _
_____ JIE_posltions) ar:.e_fundedJnwhole ..or partby _the GF. Our
4
, the Commission has done what other
EEOC federal partnership agreements. During this time period
Our agency received an 8% increase in
State agencies have: work more, remotely, with fewer resources.
new complaints than any other year in
complaints as compared to the prior year; this represents more
d, reviewed, processed, investigated,
the past decade. The Commission's dedicated staffers receive
aints and 12.2~ intake submissions. Our
analyzed, helped resolve, and sometimes litigate d 775 new compl
ms, and activities.
most recent annual report (attached here) outline s our staff, progra
FY 2022-2 023 Initiatives

startin g point for discussion today,
The Commission's baseline Part A budgets, which serve as the
is a summary chart on the next page here.
are $1,776,295 for FY 2022 and $1,778,006 for FY 2023. There
ission budget, due to changes made at
The first two initiatives: These decrease GF monies in the Comm
mental Budget) in reorganized positio n
the time of curtail ment (and then in the FY 2021 Supple
n, still at part-ti me, represents R
supervisory duties and hours. The reorganized Paralegal positio
and $49,428 in FY 2022-2023. The
X~9!-.lft.i.9.Q in the agency's GF budget of $48,915 in FY 2021-2022
budge t of $9,381 (and $3,125 in federal
reorganized MHR Investigator represents i:J.r.~~h-!~tjQ.Q to the GF
l expenditures) in FY 2022~2023.
expenditures) in FY 2021-2022 and $12,122 (and $4,038 in federa
-·--------·--·--····

-,--· ··-··· ·-·-- -·--- ·-··• --~-

logy and general opcerating costs the
The third initiati ve: This would ,i.Q.ff.~~?.~. the GF budge t for techno
um; the federal expenditures line would
amounts of $13,572 in each of the two fiscal years in the bienni
022 and $4,038 in FY 2022-2023.
also increase for this purpose by the amoun t of $3,823 in FY 2021-2

the Investigator reclassifications that
The fourth initiati ve: This would jn,fr.irn.?.~ the GF budge t to fund
al Budget contains a GF J.r:wr.~~.!?~. in FY
have been approved but not implem ented since 2019. The Bienni
e of $26,726), and in FY 2022-2023 of
2021-2022 of-=-$42,131 (with a parallel federql expen diture increas
2.) to achieve this.
$24,482 (with a parallel federa i expen diture increase of $17,49
tives for the one retroa ctive employee-• · While the 2020-2021 Biennial su·dget inclu"ded separa teinitia
ed reclassification for the other
initiate d Investigator reclassffication and the manag ement -initlat
t initiati ve here put them togeth er.
lnv.estigator positions, it appears that the presen t Biennial Budge
has revised downw ard its projec ted
• Sfnce the preparation of the. B:jennial Budget, the Commission
anticipate receiving suffici ent federa l
federa l revenues for the FY 2022-2023 bienni um; we no longer
is seeking-for..th.<:.. i.f/9.($.{'l.fYl!t!P.
funds to implem ent this initiative. Accordingly, the Commission

nn..inr:rGBft.~..tP.
nr.eY.id!:..«edit.i9.ng/,JiE.m.et1it:~.t.CJ..mn.lf.'!..th.'I..tn,m~tig.CJ.fgl.r.l!.<r!!!ft.~iJ!r:<J.ti.f/..11~.ff!if.<#.<:.ti.v.!!.~. .if!Z2:.?.Q?.J
.fgr..f.Y.
t.lJJL<i.f.i1J.iti.CJ.tiv.f=:19.r:.EY..2.Q2J...:2f!7.l.trn.m.$.~l,l~J..tR•.$.9.qh?.al.f!.t1.rf..th.<#..f.if.lrJ.mr1.t(v.tJ

funds to support current fiscal year
In this current budget year, we project we will receive $563,813 in federal
during a prior federal fiscal year, which
operations. These funds are based on work completed (cases dosed)
each of HUD and EEOC define using different dates and critera.
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With this increase, the Commission can finally implement the 2019
•··-- -- .. -·-· --..... -------reclassifications for all Investigators. ---- ---·• Even if the Legislature is unable to increase the GF monles necessary to make this initiative happen
for all Commission Investigators, it is crucial that funding for the retroactive employee-initiated

1rnm...$.?.~All.Z..t.Q. ..$.€9A?.fi-

Investigator reclassification (which we believe represents $15,412 of the $42,131 GF line for FY 202122) be included in the Biennial Budget, as interest retroactive to August 20, 2018 continues accrue.
. ~---,· •·-,----· .. ---- ...
--·- ----··-

t;

~

Part A

Biennial Base

Fund
General Fund - PS

General Fund - Ao
GF Total

..

-·

EEOC Total

HUD-PS

HUD-AO
-

20.22

2023

$1,003,534
44,117
$

.$1.,028,263
44,117
$

$(16,165) $(37,068)
$ 13,572 $ 13,572

$1,047,65'.1

$1,072,380

$ (2,593)

$(23,496}

213,390
98,145
$
$... 311,535
-$ 172,307
$ 112,107
$ .. 284,4rt4

$

215,584
98;145
313 729
·$ 177,930
$ 112,107
$ -290,037

$ 11,590

$

8,802

$
$

$
$

$ 11,590

$.. 8,802

$

$ 12,011
$ 3,823

$

4,652
4,038

$

603,766

$ 27 424

$

EEOC-PS
EEOC-AO

.

HUD Total
SUBTOTAL FED FUND

2023

2022

Biennial Request
2023
2022
$ 987;369 $ 991,195
57,689
57,689 $
$
$1,045,058 $1 048,884

$

595,949

$

Seminar-AO

$

62,024

$

Publications - AO

$

1,840

$

Medlatlon - AO
Other - 014 Total

$

44,000

$

$

107,664

$15,834

$
$
$
$

-62,024
1,840
44,000

$ _107,864

$
$ ···s,e90
$17,492

.

$

$

.

$
$
$

224,980
98;145
323,125

184,318
115,930
300,248

$ 224,386
98,145

$

$. 322,531

---...$ -·182,582
116,145
298.727
62.1,.258
62,024
1,840
44,000
107,864

$
$

623;373

$

62;044
1,840
44,000
107,864

$
$

$

$

I
o.;. !A-"-11'--'F-'u: ; .n:. :cdc.: .s_ _ _ _ _....J! I $1,751,464 I $1,784,010 11 $ 24,831 I $ ((,,004}1 I $1;776~295 l $1,778,006
INITIATIVES

(PS} Paralegal Reorg
(PS) Invest.Sup. Reorg

(PS) Invest. Reclass
(AO) Technology
···--

FED

STATE FUNDS

F22

F23
(49,428)

$ (48,915) $
$ (9,381) $ (12,122)
$ 42,131 s 24,482

13572
13,572 $
$
·-TOTAL -s--(2;593} -s-(23;496)

F23

F22

{3,125)
26,726
3,823
$
-s---2r.,i24·

$
$

TOTAL ALL FUNDS
F23(49,428)
(48,915) $

F22

$
(16,160)
(12,506) $
(4,038}
$
41,974
68,857 $
$
$ 17,492
17,610
17,395 $
$
4038
$
---(6,004)
-s--17~92. . -$-·-----z4~g31$

-s

Summary

We appreciate the consideration of these GF initiatives for the Commission. Thank you for
allowing the Commission the opportunity to provide this testimony, and please do not hestitate to ask
-us to pro_vide additional information as neede-d.
_Sincerely, __ .

Awi)' l~\ .'3,w'u-90....
Amy M. Sneirson
Executive Director
Cc: Commissioners
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The Honorable Janet Mills, Governor
The Honorable Troy Jackson, President of the Maine Senate
The Honorable Ryan Fecteau, Speaker of the Maine House of Representa tives
State House, Augusta, Maine 04333
Dear Governor Mills, President Jackson and Speaker Fecteau:
we are pleased to
On behalf of the Commissioners and staff of the Maine Human Rights Commission ("Commission"),
n continued
Commissio
the
see,
will
present you with our agency's Fiscal Year 2020 {"FY 2020"} Annual Report. As you
when a
challenging
to uphold its statutory charge to enforce Maine's anti-discrimination laws, which was particularly
work
to
staff
n
worldwide COVID-19 pandemic forced nearly all Commission activity to occur- and almost all Commissio
- remotely for half of FY 2020. A few highlights are as follows:
The Commission received 775 new complaints in FY 2020, an 8% increase from last year's 715 filings,
based on
Of new complaints filed, 69% were based on employme nt, 15% were based on housing, 14% were
public accommod ations, and 2% were based on education.
were disability
• With respect to type of allegation, the top four most frequently alleged protected classes
discrimination (alleged in 48.5% of complaints filed), Maine Human Rights Act ("MHRA") retaliation (alleged in
rn 31.2% of
39.4% of complaints filed), Maine Whistleblowers' Protection Act ('WPA") retaliation (alleged
harassment
sexual
with
and
flied,
complaints
of
19.1%
in
(alleged
complaints filed), and sex discrimination
included In 44.6% of those).
hearing:
-.-A-signi ficant portion of cases processed last year {65%, or 460 of 697 cases) resolved prior to public
• lnvestigat9~s INrote ~~ports after compJ_eted inv~~!igations in 34% o_fcases PE_ocessedj238 of 69?)'.
cases with
• Commissio ners found "reasonabl e grounds" to believe unlawful discrimination occurred in 17.6%-of
considered
ners
investigato r's reports (42 of 238), an slight increase from last year's 16.8% rate. Commissio
remaining
argument in 117 of the cases with investigato r's reports; the investigato r's recommen dations in the
parties.
121 cases with investigato r's reports were unconteste d by the
).
• The reasonable grounds rate fqr all cases processed in FY_2020 was.6% {42 of_697) cases determined
prioYyear. ··· ···
• At the end of Fv·2020,74 2 cases remained pending; a 10% increase fri pending cases from.the
EY .2-_Q.?._Cl.
duying
fgrums
-~~~raining
• ...9omm,[_ssion staff _deliver~~-or paf1:l~ipateg_[t}_ or delLvi=ied 11!<:>re_than
•
•

discrimination for aU
The Commission continues to promote diversity and tolerance, and to work to eliminate unlawful
closely. with the
work
to
seeks
agency
our
as
assistance,
of
Is
report
this
citizens of and visitors to Maine. We hope
the MHRA.
by
afforded
s
protection
the
Maine
of
citizens
the
Executive and Legislative branches as we jointly assure
Sincerely,

Deborah L. Whitworth , Acting Commission Chair

3IPage ·

THE COMMISSION

·~Established n,-1971;-th~Ef·com-mission ·is--a-qaasf-independenr-state ··agetfcy-~charge·d-with··-responsibility of· enforcing ·--·-·· -· ·Maine's anti-discrimination laws, which are encompassed in the MHRA at Title 5 of the Maine Revised Statutes
("M.R.S."), Sections 4551-4636. Some of the Commission's powers and duties are:
• to investigate all conditions and practices within the state which allegedly detract from the enjoyment, by each
inhabitant of the state, of full human rights and personal dignity;
• to investigate all forms of invidious discriminatlon, whether carried out legally or illegally, and whether by public
- - · ~ ... · · - · · · · ..
... - - . ·---. ...
agendes or private persons; and
•

to recommend measures calculated to promote full enjoyment of human rights and personal dignity.

The MHRA provides that the Commission "or its delegated commissioner or investigator shall conduct such preliminary
investigation as it determines necessary to determine whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that unlawful
discrimination has occurred" in employment, housing, education, access to public accommodations, extension of credit,
genetic non-discrimination, and offensive names. 5 M.R.S. § 4612{1)(B). The Commission also investigates complaints
·····---····
of retaliation under·me WPA, 26-M.R.S. §§-831 ~ 834=-A--:-· . - - - - ···--· ···--··
The Commission has jurisdiction over allegations of discr1mination·in the following areas:

~w:oil<Efrs&-:€:orri'
rwhi;i-l~bl~w~r Retaliation

X

~§6J!i,ff,en@Qtfglng;otJf¥)}j:'izjsijf:.~;~f¥,-#;Nf~c,
MHRA Retaliation/Interferenc e

x

Sexual Orientation

X

X

. X

X

X

·2005

.. As required by.the MHRA, the Commission.provides an opportunityforpart ies.toa complaint totry to resolve the
dispute by agreement prior to a determination of whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that unlawful
discrimination has occurred. 5 M.R.S. § 4612(1)(A). The MHRA authorizes the Commission to pursue remedies for·
unlawful discrimination in court when necessary to enforc-e the MHRA. The Commission also has "the further duty to
recommend measures Galculated to promote the full enjoyment of human rights and personal dignity by all the
inhabitants of tnis State", 5 M.R.S, § 4566, and occasionally is called upon to present information to the Maine
Legislature about proposed statutes and rules under consideration that might affect human rights In the State.
Commission policy is formulated by five volunteer Commissioners appointed by a Governor for staggered five-year
terms, and the Commissioners appoint a Commission Counsel and an Executive Director. The MHRA ensures that the
Commission is not political in nature, with requirement that no more than three Commissioners may be from any
political party. Commissioners make final determinations on all discrimination complaints investigated by Commission
staff that are not otherwise resolved administratively or settled. A Governor designates the Chair of the Commission
from among its members.
Pagef4

PROCESS

jurisdiction exists
The Commission receives either an intake (which it drafts into a complaint to assist the complainant, if
ion for a
under the MHRA) or a complaint. Complaints must be received within 300 days of the alleged discriminat
to the
answer
its
receives
and
complaint
the
of
t
responden
the
notifies
complaint to be timely. The Commission
the
supporting
reply
his/her
get
to
order
in
nt
complaina
the
complaint, which the Commission then shares with
the
by
withdrawn
reasons,
certain
for
dismissed
tively
complaint. After that, a complaint may be administra
lf none of these
complainant, or resolved by the parties, or the complaina nt may elect to proceed directly to court.
a written ..
prepares
r
investigato
the
--·- __ occur, the case is. assigned to an. inyestigator for a preliminary_ investigation and
are
there
whether
to
as
claim
each
report outlining the claims made, applicable laws, and recommen ded findings on
_reports
provides
staff
n
"reasonable grounds" to believe dlscrimi nation violating the MHRA occurred. The Commissio
public meetings.
with summaries of investigation, legal analysis, and recommen dations to Commissioners for decision at
("conciliation"); if
After a reasonable -grounds finding, the Commission attempts to resolve the dispute by agreement
conciliation is unsuccessful the complaina nt and Commission both may file lawsuits In court.
STAFFING
and supervise
The Executive Director is ultimately responsible for all agency activity and has authority to hire
Commission staff, which is as follows:
conduct fact• Investigators: Our six Investigators, super\lised by the Commission Counsel and Executive Director,
and to write
ted,
substantia
be
to
not
as
likely
finding as to whether allegations of discrimination are at least as
to the
findings
specific
d
recommen
Investigator's Reports that analyze facts, apply legal principles, and to
Commission.
providing legal advice
• Legal: The Commission Counsel is responsible for agency litigation in the public interest and
legal
to the Commission and its staff. Counsel reviews all investigator reports for legal sufficiency, provides
proposed
frameworks to investigators and legal opinions to the Executive Director or Commission, drafts
Counsel has
regulations, and advises the Executive Director on legislative and contract matters. Our Commission
monitoring
the assistance of one paralegal, who also: assists the Executive Director in negotiating, implementing and
; and
resolutions
n
pre-decisio
some
of
ation
implement
monitors
;
agreement s to settle post-decision resolutions
addresses public record requests.
lative..informatlon,-shar.ing.______
··--··--- -•... Administration:.The.Executive.Dir.ector.conductsmostagency.outreach.activity.and_Legis
, annual reporting, and
technology
n
Informatio
al,
The agency's Operations Director manages personnel, budget/fisc
case processing, and
early
filings,
complaint
office matters. Three secretary associate legal staffers handle all new
paralegal serves as
second
A
2020.
FY
Commission meeting matters; one of these positions was vacant for most of
screened out noneither
and
the agency Intake Officer, and in that capacity reviewed 1226 Intake Questionnaires
jurisdictional matters or drafted complaints in each.
BUDGET

;' slightly
The-Commissionis Fiscal Vea-r 2020-revised budgefapp ropriation was $1,705;818. Approximately $1,247,ni
..This
benefits
and
salaries
as
such
__ over 73% ofthe agency's total budget', was allocated to fixed personal service costs
litigating
and
resolving,
is due to the highly personnel-intensive nature of the Commission's work in investigating,
expenditur es
complaints. Just under 27% of the Commission's budget ($458,097) was allocated to "all other" operating
were anticipated
to support program activities. Of the total Commission budget, approximately 33% ($563,813)
n and the U.S.
Commissio
ty
Opportuni
nt
Employme
Equal
U.S.
the
with
s
agreement
revenues from federal worksharing
nt.
Departmen t of Housing & Urban Developme
CASE ACTIVITY

of complaints of
As in past years, the Commission continued to devote the majority of its resources to the processing
from the
discrimination filed with it. During FY 2020, 775 new complaints were filed, which represents an increase
11
increased
has
cases
of
inventory
pending
The
period.
time
same
the
in
cases
previous year. The Commission closed 701
by 10% since FY 2019.
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As usual, in FY2020, the vast majority of complaints filed (69%) alleged employme nt discrimi!1ation.
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FY 2020 CHARGES FILED BY JURISDICTION
Housing, 124, 15%

Employment, 555, 69%
_ PubllcAccommodation, 109, 14%
Education, 18, 2%
775 New Cases Filed (31'Cases OualJurisdiction}

~·806 Cases-by Jurisdiction

COMPLAINTS FILED .

protected classes
ln FY 2020, 775 new complaints were filed with the Commission. Many Commission complaints involve
complaint wilt
that vary depending on the unique areas of jurisdiction under which each case arises. Very often, a single
legal analysis. A
contain multiple distinct allegations of discrimination, or "claims", that require different factual and
These more
cases.
many
in
ons
investigati
complex
ng
representi
,
total of 3,185 claims were named in FY 2020 complaints
both cases
tracks
n
Commissio
The
work.
n
Commissio
and
complex investigations require.substantially increased staff
work and
our
of
depth
and
nature
the
reflect
and the details of each claims identified in each case in order to accurately
resources required.
often invoked, at
Within the 775 cases newlv filed in FY 2020, disability discrimination was the protected class most
were MHRA
classes
48.5% of cases (376 cases). The second and third bases most frequently alleged protected
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of cases {242 cases). The fourth
retaliation, at 39.4% of cases (305 cases), and whistlebl ower retaliation, alleged in 31.2%
cases); it is disappointing to
(148
cases
most common allegation asserted in cases was sex discrimination, in 19.1% of
sex discrimination cases
148
of
out
...note that.sexu al.harass ment. was alleged in 44.6% of sex discrimination filings (66
discrimination, _at 10.6% and
filed). The protected classes next most often invoked in complaints were: race or color
cases); religion, in 3% of cases (23
8.3% of cases respectively (82 and 64 cases); national origin, in 7.9% of cases (61
classes, which were invoked
cases); and sexual orientatio n, in 3% of cases (23 cases). The remainin g protected
of income in 1.9% of cases,
collectively in fewer than 6.1% of cases (48 cases), include ancestry in 2.8% of cases; source
equal pay in .6% of cases, familial status in .4% of cases, gender identity in .4% of cases.
MHRA, it is dismissed for lack of
When a complain t filed with the Commission does not fall under the jurisdiction of the
bases.
"other"
as
lly
systemica
jurisdiction. ln the fiscal year, 45 cases contained allegations identified

FY 2020 New Case Filings - Type of Protected Class Allegations
Ft9-F20
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
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Chan e +/. 2019
2020ALLEGED BASES
39.5%-...
..•••
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___
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8.3%; Color; 64
.7.9%; National Origin; 61
3.0%; Sexual Orientation; 23
3.0%; Familial Status; 23
~
2.8%; Ancestry; 22
2.1%: Other: 16
1.9%; Religion; 15
0.6%; Eaual Pav; 5
0.4%; Source of Income; 3
0.4%; Gender Identity; 3

This chart describes what protected closses were of/eged in the 775 cases filed with the Commission; cases

often allege discrimination in more than ane protected class,

CASES CLOSED

post reasonab le grounds cases
The Commission closed 701 cases in the FY 2020v. Of the 701 cases, 45 cases were from
cases: a finding of "reasona ble
in
results
statutory
two
for
only
activities. It Is worth noting that the MHRA itself provides
to settlemen t or which end
related
n
withdraw
are
that
grounds" or a finding of "no reasonab le grounds" . Since cases
pursuant to the Act as "no
dismissed
are
via a right-to-s ue letter are not "reasona ble grounds" findings, they actually
less than fully Informative,
be
to
statistics
reasonable grounds" findings. This can leave our "reasonab le grounds" rate
so we report in more detail the various ways in which Commission cases dose.
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BEFORE Commission Determination
• Settlements (196). The Commission encourages voluntary settlement and works with the parties-to achieve a
... _ resolution that is mutually acceptable. Cases may be resolved at any time whiie they are before the Commission --·_
by means of a settlement; a pre-determin ation agreement can be one which the parties work out on their own
(usually resulting in a request by complainant to withdraw the complaint) or one which a Commission investigator
or neutral mediator facilitated (usually resulting in a settlement agreement shared with the Commission). During
the period, 196 cases resolved voluntarily, with 105 cases resolved by settlement agreement and 91 by withdr.awal
of complaint with benefits to the complainant before the Commission issued a determinatio n; complainants
._obtalned.$ 4,160,696 in monetary.rel ief in.these closures __.··----- · - ----· --·- ·-··----·-· -·------►

Our Third Party Neutral Mediation Program, available for a small fee, is very successful in resolving claims;
in FY 2020, our skilled mediators facilitated settlement in 44% (40 out of 90) cases mediated.vi In addition
to monetary awards, settlements often include non-monetar y, equitable relief such as an offer of a job or
housing unit, modifications providing accessibility, reinstatemen t, cleared personnel records, policy
changes, recommenda tion letters, and non-retaliation provisions.

• ___ I/Right-to-Sue" letters {132). If the Commission has not completed its investig}3tlonwithin 180 days of a complaint's __
filing, a complainant may request that the Commission issue him/her a right-to-sue letter, which terminates the
Commission's investigation and authorizes the complainant to proceed to court with MHRA remedies intact.
Complainant s requested 132 right-to-sue letters in FY 2020.
•

Administrative Dismissals {108). The commission' s Executive Director has authority to dismiss a complaint where a
complainant has failed to substantiate a claim of discrimination, the Commission lacks jurisdiction, the complalnt
is untimely, a complainant fails to cooi;ierate, or a respondent declares bankruptcy. See Commission Procedural
Rule, 94-348 Code of Maine Regulations Ch. 2, § 2.02(H). During FY 2020, the Executive Director dismissed 108
cases: 41 for lack of jurisdiction; 50 due to complainant 's faiiure to cooperate/pr oceed with the investigation; 16
for other administrativ e reasons; and one due to Respondent bankruptcy.

Withdrawals without benefits to complainant (23). At any time before the Commission issues a report summarizing
its investigation, a complainant may choose to withdraw a complaint of discrimination. After a report has been
issued, the Commission may allow a complaint to be withdrawn. Withdrawals most often occur when complainant s,
after reviewing the respondents ' written answers to the complaint or hearing the facts presented by respondents
--·--·------ at-a conference,- decide that-they-do not-wish-the Commission to-continue processing-t heir-case anyc.longer.
Complainants withdrew 23 complaints during FY 2020.
•

Public Hearings Determinations (238)
If a case- is not administratively resolved as described above, an investigator prepares a report summarizing their
investigation and the legal framework applicable to each claim, and recommendi ng a finding as to whether reasonable
grounds exist to believe that unlawful discrimination occurred. The Commission sets these reports for public hearing. If
nei_ther p~rty su~mits_~ writt'=n objec:tion to_the recommende d findings, the Commiss!on places the report on its Consent
Agenda and at public hearing adopts the recommenda tions in all Consent Agenda reports without argument. If one
a
... party does submit a written objection to the recommenda tions, the Commission hears oral argument on the case at
public meeting and then votes on each recommenda tion.

In FY 2020, Commissioners received and voted on 23gvii cases resulting in 258 determinatio ns. Before looking into this
data in closer detail, it is worth noting that not every claim of discrimination leads to a distinct determinatio n by the
Commission - many claims are grouped together (or subsumed) in one determinatio n. In the final analysis, the
Commission found reasonable grounds to believe unlawful discrimination occurred in 42 cases; this equates to a
reasonable-g rounds rate of 17.7% of cases decided. Out of the 42 reasonable grounds cases voted on in the period, 34
cases were closed and 8 cases remained open at the end of the period.
•

Uncontested cases (121\. A majority of recommende d determinatio ns by Commission staff were not contested by
the parties. In 12iv;;; of the 238 cases voted on (51%), neither party contested the recommende d decisions; these
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Agenda,
cases appeared on the Commission's Consent Agenda. For unconteste d cases listed on our Consent
.
cases
11
in
findings
Commissioners made no-reasonable-grounds findings in 113 cases, and reasonable-grounds
___________
the
contested
both
or
party
. _.,___ Contested cases (117). . In 117 of the 238 .cases voted on by Commissioners (49%), one
ended,
recommen ded decision. These 117 contested cases were scheduled for hearing. After our hearings
cases, and
Commissioners found no reasonable grounds to believe that discrimination occurred in 103 contested
reasonable_grounds to believe that discrimination occurred in 31 contested casesix,
REASONABLE-GROUNDS RATES
firidings in 42 cases, · --·•·--~- ,.~~-C3iven the 697 new cases cletermineC in FY 2020, anO the fact that tflere were reasonable-grounds
to mean
the Commission's reasonable -groundsra tefor fill cases processed in FY 2020 was 6%. This could be interpreted

so many cases
that 94% of cases processed were in the responden t's favor, but that would not be truly accurate, as
flowing to
benefits
in
resulted
actually
finding
s
ble-ground
no-reasona
a
which technicalty had to be closed with
the
reflects
that
statistic
relevant
more
A
letters.
e
right-to-su
complainants via settlement agreement s and
pleading
full
after
decided
cases
at
look
to
is
cases
in
not)
Commission's actual rate of finding reasonable grounds (or
rate of finding
and argument: cases in which an investigator's report was issued. In FY 2020, the Commission's overall
was 17:6%. x----·-- ·issued
was
rt
gator'srepo
an-investi
here
-reasonable·grounds to believe discrimination occurred in·cases_w
When
contested.
not
were
cases)
238
It is worth noting that 51% of cases with investigator's reports (121 of
of
26%
higher:
much
was
rate
recommen ded decisions were contested (117 out of 238 cases), the icea-sonable-grounds
matter
n
Commissio
cases (31 of 117}. Viewed conversely, this means that in FY 2020, a responden t in a fully contested
decided on its merits stood a 74% chance of prevailing in the casexi.

FY 2020 Summ ary of Case Activity
# Cases (%)
Action
Withdraw als & Dismissals 131 (19%}
··-No RGDetermination-s-196-(2 8%) _______ _ _
. 132 {1_9%)
Right to Sue
196 (28%)
Settlements
42 (6%}
RGDete rminatio ns

697

CASES CLOSED

:ot

the 7th cases, 45 cases were from--post-ieasonaHe-grourids-cases- - The-~tomrri1ssion-aosecl 7di cases ·1r, FY 202.oxH
-grounds
.activities. It ls worth noting that the MHRA itself provides only for two statutory results in cases: a reasonable
via a
end
which
or
finding or-a no-reasonable-grounds finding. Since cases that are withdrawn related to settlement
no-reasona ble
right-to-sue letter are not reasonable-grounds findings, they actually are dismissed pursuant to the Act as
, so we report
-grounds findings. This can leave our reasonable-grounds rate statistics to be less than fully informative
in more detail the various ways in which Commission cases close.

Post-Reasonable-Grounds Conciliations

n, there is a
If the parties reach a conciliation resolution including public interest remedies sought by the Commissio
ation
implement
monitoring
n
Commissio
the
formal agreemen t by the Commission, complainant and responden t with
n in
Commissio
the
include
not
do
but
case
of terms. If complaina nt and responden t resolve a post-reasonable grounds
Interest
public
the
in
relief
pursue
the agreement , or there is no resolution at all, the Commission determine s whether to
n_agreements
_on_ its _own._ During,_FY 2020, 15 post-reasonable grounds cases were successfully resolved via cc>nciliatio
9IPage

with public interest and private relief; the monetary value of these benefits was $61,485, and significant non-monetary
relief in the form of improved policies and training, postings, and monitoring also was achieved.
LITIGATION

The Act authorizes the Commission to file a lawsuit in court in the name of the Commission, for the use of the
complainant and in the public interest to address unlawful discrimination and prevent its recurrence, in reasonablegrounds cases in which post-decision conciliation has failed. The Commission Counsel makes recommendations to the
Commission in each post-reasonable-grounds case in which conciliation has failed, to assist the Commission in deciding
. ·wneth-eY file a lawsuifiri eacn of the cases. Where tne Commission votes to file-alaw·suit; tommissioO Counselalrects ·-·---- -·
these legal efforts and represents the Commission. During FY 2020, Commission Counsel filed seven new complaints
and one amkus brief on behalf of the Commission. Three cases that had been referred to Counsel for litigation or
amicus filings were resolved. The Commission was a party in one court case throughout the year, and an amicus in one
case. At the end of the Fiscal Year, there were three cases pending in court in which the Commission was a party.

to

CONCLUSION

This Annual Report has outlined the Commission's activities for FY2020, including: investigating 775 new complaints
(with 3,185 distinct claims of discrimination}; continuing investigative work on 710 complaints pending from FY 2019;
closing 748 cases; participating in/delivering 58 trainings; and providing testimony at the Maine legislature. Given all of
this, and our extremely small staff of 14, and the fact that half of FY 2020 was during a worldwide pandemic forcing all
.agency activity to occur remotely, the sheer volume of the Commission's work in FY2020 was staggering (and
accompiished with very limited resources). Each Commissioner and staff member at the agency feels responsible to the
public to enforce the MHRA in Maine in the manner in which that law was written and intended. We appreciate the
opportunity to have done that in the fiscal year, and look forward to doing so in the next.

1Special

revenue funds account for $215,728.

that
• The data presented in this report may not include all decisions actually made In the Ume period, as the data collection relies on a computeri2ed case system
a
presents data given certain defined parameters. Cases in which the Commissioners find reasonable grounds to believe discrimination occurred continue through
of the
conclllation process and therefore may not be closed and reported within the same year the Commission decision occurred. The figures cited in this section
report represent cases considered by the Commission and closed in Fiscal Year 2020.
---------------------- ··---··---- ----·---------"After updating Inventory data, the FY 2020 beginning Inventory was adjusted up from 677 to 668 due to case consolidations and coding corrections.
Because 31 of the 775 new compl<,lnts flied fell under dual jurisdictions, there were a total of 806 complaints filed by iurisdictlon.
case
• As noted above, data presented In this report may not include all decisions actually made in the time period, as the data collection relies on a computerized
in as
system that presents data glven certain defined parameters. There were additional case closures that occurred In fiscal year but which were not counted
closures in our computer system for technical reasons
111

FY 2020
"'The date mediations were performed may differ from the date of the actual settlement and may fall outside the reporting period. The Commission's
of party
approved mediation budget was $44,000 (which is entirely self-funded). In the fiscal year, the Commission received $36,380 in program fees ($225 by each
State
In a case) from parties for mediations. In FY2020 mediators were paid $24,333 (a set fee of $400/case) to for completing 61 mediations. The Controller of the
the
Maine,
of
State
the
by
administered
accounts
non-exempt
for
tax
mandatory
a
is
tax
STA-CAP
expenditures;
of
7.6%)
(or
tax
STA-CAP
in
$132
collected
Maine
of
. .
--- .
. . ·. . .
Mediation-program waigii1nted an exemption fo STA:CAP iii early FY 2020 afterlegislative approval:T~!!-disparity Jietween t!illse .two rate~Js. because. 2() of the i3s ;:ases vOJ/!d on contained a split fjr_1ding - one_,:laim in th_e_ fase led to..11 Jjndirig of r/!.3tQ!1.able
grounds but another claim in the case led to a finding of no reasonable grounds.

vii

"'"3 uncontested cases resulted In a· split finding vote of both reasonable grounds and no reasonable grounds.
1'

There were 258 hearing case outcomes; of the 238 Individual cases, 20 cases had split reasonable grounds and no reasonallle grounds findings.

• There were 697 hearing case outcomes; of the 748 Individual cases, 20 cases had split reasonable grounds and no reasonable grounds findiniis,
"'31 out of 117 cases contested were reasonable grounds cases.
case
" As noted above, data presented in this report may not include all decisions actually made in the time period, as the data collection relies on a computerized
ln as
system that presents data given certain defined parameters. There were additional case closures that occurred in fiscal year but which were not counted
closures In our computer system for technical reasons
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FY22 I 23 Biennial Budget- L.D. 221
Testimony of Aaron M. Frey, Office of the Attorney General
Before the Joint Standing Committees on Appropriations and Financial
Affairs and Judiciary
March 1, 2021
Good morning Senator Breen, Representative Pierce, and esteemed members of the
Appropriations

and

Financial

Affairs

Committee,

and

Camey,

Senator

Representative Hamett, and esteemed members of Judiciary Committee. My name
is Aaron Frey, and I have the privilege to serve as Maine's Attorney General. I
appreciate this opportunity to present the Office's FY2022-2023 Biennial Budget
and its new initiatives before you today.
The budget for our Office begins on Page A-72.
The Attorney General is the chief legal officer for the state~ All litigation involving
the State must be prosecuted or defended under the direction of the Attorney General
unless the Attorney General otherwise approves in writing. The Office (a) appears
in all civil actions and proceedings in which the State is a party; (b) directs the
invest-igation and prosecution of homicides and other major crimes, including major
drug cases and frauds against the State; (c) renders legal services to State offices,
boai:ds and connnissions in matters relating to their official duties; (d) issues written
-0pi-nions upon questions of law submitted pursuant to statute; (e) administers and
enforces the State's unfair trade practices and antitrust laws; (f) enforces proper
application of endowments to public trusts and charities; and (g) consults with and
advises the District Attorneys.
The Attorney General also serves as an ex-officio member on many State authorities
and Commissions.
The Office of the Attorney General is organized by 5 M.R.S § 191 with the Attorney
General as its chief executive. The Office includes the following divisions:
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The Consumer Protection Division enfurces state antitrust and consumer protection
laws, the state merger statute and the Unfair Trade Practices Act. The Division also
discharges the Attorney General's mandate to oversee charities and is responsible for
the investigation and prosecution of the unauthmized practice of law. The Consumer
Mediation Program uses trained volunteers to mediate consumer complaints, and the
Lemon Law Arbitration Program administers the State's lemon law.
The Criminal Division has exclusive responsibility for the 13rosecution of homicide
cases, handles numerous criminal appeals to the Supreme Judicial Court, advises the
District Attorneys, and prosecutes major drug cases across the State; prosecutes
white collar and financial crimes, welfare fraud, Medicaid fraud, computer crimes,
tax crimes,, and securities violations; and brings enforcement actions under the
Maine Civil Rights Act.
The Investigation Division investigates fraud against the State and provides direct
investigative services for other divisions in the Department.

The Division is

responsible for investigating use of deadly force by law enforcement, certain crimes
against public officials, hate crimes, and financial exploitation of elders.

The

Division serves as a resource for other law enforcement agencies, participates in law
enforcement training and conducts investigations for the Medical Board, the
Osteopathic Board and the Tobacco and Substance Abuse programs.
Three divisions represent the offices within the Department of Health and Human
Services (DHHS). The Child Protection Division represents the State in child
protection matters. The Child Support Division represents the State in child support
enforcement matters. The Health and Human Services Division represents all other
offices within DHHS in complex litigation in state and federal courts, in contract
and rule review, in administrative hearings and in providin.g routine legal advice.
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The Division provides legal advice regarding a variety of topics including
MaineCare, adult protection, guardianship, mental health, physical health, rules,
contracts, licensing, and public benefit programs. The Division also represents
DHHS in enforcement actions designed to protect public health and safety.
The Professional and Financial Regulation Division represents the Department of
Professional & Financial Regulation, which includes the Bureaus of Insurance,
Financial Institutions and Consumer Credit Protection, the Office of Securities and
numerous professional and occupational licensing boards. It also represents the
Maine Port Authority and the Property Tax Review Board and liquor and lottery
regulation within the Department of Administrative and Financial Services.
The Natural Resources Division provides comprehensive legal services to the State's
environmental and natural resource agencies.

The Division represents these

agencies in both affirmative and defensive litigation, including judicial enforcement
actions and appeals of agency actions. It also provides legal advice to client agencies
on a wide variety of issues :including administrative decision-making, rulemaking,
constitutional law, property law, contract law and enforcement of judgments, among
others.
The Litigation Division handles tort claims against the State, tax litigation, and other
complex litigation in state and federal courts. This Division also represents the
Departments of Labor, Education, Corrections, Administrative and Financial
Services, the Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices, and the
Secretary of State. This Division has primary responsibility for matters involving
unfair labor practices, elections, state contracts and leases.
The Administrative Services Division provides staff support in the areas of human
resources, budget, financial management and information technology and includes
3IPage

front desk reception, the Civil Rights Team Project and the Victims' Compensation
program.
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The first program may be found on page A-72 under the heading
ADMINISTRATION - ATTORNEY GENERAL 0310. This program name is
rather a misnomer as the program encompasses all but a few of the activities of the
Attorney General's Office. This program is funded by a mix of General Funds,
Federal Funds and Other Special Revenue Funds.

The total headcount is 124

positions. The baseline budget for this program totals $18,285,179 in FY22 and
$18,966,948 in FY23.
There are six (6) initiatives in the Administration - Att01ney General program.
The first initiative within this program, found on page A-73, establishes one
Secretary Associate Legal in the Natural Resources Division. Current personnel
levels have one paralegal position supporting nine (9) Assistant Attorneys General,
with many of those litigators absorbing their own administrative support functions.
This position would take on those administrative functions, freeing up those
attorneys to handle increased litigation needs for the Natural Resources Agencies.
Natural Resources agencies that would receive the services of this position were
consulted in the proposal of this position and have agreed to this request for its
funding.
The second initiative within this program, also found on page A-73, continues a
reduction of funding from the FY 2021 supplemental budget due to the return of a
leased Central Fleet vehicle by the Investigations Division.
The third initiative within-this program, also found on page A-73, Establishes one
Assistant Attorney General position in the Litigation Division dedicated to Workers'
Compensation litigation.

Historically, Workers' Compensation litigation was

attended to by attorneys within the Office of the Attorney General, but was
transitioned to outside counsel in recent past. Analysis shows that returning this
SI Page

work in-house could save over $100,000 annually. The work of this position would
focus on litigation originating in Central and Southern Maine.

For logistical

purposes, Northern Maine would continue to be served by outside counsel for the
foreseeable future.
The fourth initiative within this program, found on page A-74, establishes one
Paralegal position in the Litigation Division dedicated to Workers' Compensation
litigation. This paralegal position would support the requested Assistant Attorney
General in the establishment of a Worker's Compensation team that could save over
$100,000 annually by reducing the use of outside counsel in Central and Southern
Maine. For logistical purposes, Northern Maine would continue to be served by
outside counsel for the foreseeable future.
The fifth initiative within this program, also found on page A-74, establishes one
Secretary Legal position in the Litigation Division dedicated to Workers'
Compensation litigation. This Secretary Legal position, with the requested Assistant
Attorney General and Paralegal positions, completes the legal staff that could save
over $100,000 annually by reducing the use of outside counsel in Central and
Southe1n Maine. For logistical purposes, Northern Maine would continue to be
served by outside counsel for the foreseeable future.
The sixth initiative within this program, also found on page A-74, provides funding
for Department of Administrative and Financial Services, Office of Infonnation
Technology {OIT) rate increases, computer replacements and other information
technology needs. This initiative affects various programs, so will be cited again as
we continue today.
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This concludes the review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the
ADMINISTRATION-ATTORNEY GENERAL 0310 program.
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The next program starts on Page A-76 under the heading CHIEF MEDICAL
EXAMINER-OFFICE OF 0412. The Office of Chief Medical Examiner is headed
by the Chief Medical Examiner, Dr. Mark Flomenbaum, who is appointed by the
Gove1nor for a term of seven years. The Office is responsible for determining the
cause and manner of death in all deaths due to other than natural disease or that
cannot be certified by a private attending physician. The goal of the Office is to
provide thorough investigations and support to the judicial system, public health and
public safety. The Office monitors cases to identify public health-related concerns
and to report contagious and inf-ectious disease deaths to the Maine Center for
Disease Control and Prevention. Additionally, the Office continuously conducts
surveillance for drugs, elder and child abuse and neglect, and other public health
matters related to violent deaths and suicides. Medical Examiner cases include:
deaths due to trauma or poisoning, unexplained deaths of children under the age of
three, and deaths occurring under suspicious circumstances. The Office needs a
budget that allows for supplying timely reports to government agencies, families and
other interested parties on the circumstantial and medical factors that caused a death
for the purposes of prosecution, departmental action, estate settlement, and statistical
information for governmental recordkeeping and policy decisions.
The Office of Chief lv[edical Examiner has a headcount of 13 positions and a total
baseline budget of $3,117,378 in FY22 and $3,177,620 in FY23. There are five (5)
initiatives for this program.
Found on page A-75, the first initiative continues a reduction of funding from the
fiscal year 2021 supplemental budget for contract services by disencumbering a
contract for autopsy services. The Office of the Attorney General's contracted
provider is not allowing the Office of Chief Medical Examiner autopsies to be
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completed during the pandemic, and the pathologist performing the service will be
retiring.
The second initiative, also found on page A-75, continues a reduction of funding
from the FY 2021 supplemental budget due to the return of a leased Central Fleet
vehicle.
Still on page A-75, the third initiative continues a reduction of funding from the FY
2021 supplemental budget for cell phone services.
The fourth initiative, the last on page A-75, provides Personal Services to allow for
approved premium overtime and standby pay for the Medical Examiner Assistant
positions based on labor committee considerations. Meetings between employees,
management, and Bureau of Human Relations - Office of Employee Relations
have resulted in modified overtime and standby allowances for this classification in
the Office of the Chief Medical Examiner.
The fifth initiative, found on page A-76, provides funding for Department of
Administrative- and Financial Services, Office of Information Technology (OIT) rate
increases, computer replacements and other information technology needs. As this
initiative affects various programs, it is cited on pages A-74, A-76, A-77, A-79, A80, and A-82.
This concludes the review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the CHIEF
MEDICAL EXAMINER- OFFICE OF 0412 program.
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The next program is found on Page A-77 under the heading CIVIL RIGHTS 0039.
The mission of the Civil Rights Team Project (CRTP) is to increase the safety of
elementary, middle, and high school students by reducing bias-motivated behaviors
and harassment in schools. There are Civil Rights Teams in over 180 Maine schools
and training is provided to thousands of students and faculty.
The Civil Rights Team Project trains, encourages and empowers high school, middle
school and-elementary school students to be leaders within their school communities
on issues relating to confronting bias, prejudice and harassment. Faculty in-service
trainings increase the knowledge and responsiveness of faculty and administrators
to these- concerns. The program works with local police and schools to foster
collaboration in addressing incidents of bia-s and harassment and increase awareness
of parents and community members. The goal of the program is to improve the
school experience for members of targeted groups (racial, religious, national origin,
sexual orientation, etc.)
The Civil Rights program has a headcount of 2 positions and a baseline budget of
$282,782 in FY22 and $291,8-70 in FY23.
There is one (1) initiative in this program. Found on page A~77, it provides funding
for Department of Administrative_ and Financial Services, Office of Information
Technology (OIT) rate increases, computer replacements and other information
technology needs-. As this initiative affects various programs, it is cited on pages A74, A-76, A-77, A-79, A-80~ and A-82.
This concludes th_e review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the CIVIL
RIGHTS 0039 program.
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The next program is found on Page A-78 under the heading DISTRICT
ATTORNEYS SALARIES 0409. The State is divided into eight prosecutorial
Districts, each headed by an elected District Attorney. All eight District Attorney
offices are responsible for the prosecution of the majority of all criminal offenses
occurring in their district, with the exception of homicides, as well as traffic
infractions and some civil violations. This caseload is carried statewide with a staff
of 97 Assistant District Attorneys and 8 elected District Attorneys. When traffic
infractions and civil violations are factored in, as well as probation revocations and
appeals to the Superior Court and Law Court, each Assistant District Attorney
handles caseloads averaging 600 cases per person.
Each District Attorney office spends many hours preparing criminal complaints,
motions, memoranda of law, legal briefs, and other pleadings. A great deal of time
is spent reviewing thousands of police reports in order to determine whether
sufficient evidence exists for the issuance of criminal complaints. Time consuming
activities such as trial preparation and hearings, Grand Jmy presentations, meetings
with police officers, witnesses and victims, as well as being on call 24-hours-perday, -keep all prosecutors extremely busy. In many prosecutorial districts, District
Attorneys c0ver courts in several distant locations. In addition, all District Attorney
offices sponsor police training classes, offering continuing legal education to law
enforcement in order to enhance the quality of investigations to achieve successful
prosecutions.
The baseline -budget for the DISTRICT ATTORNEY SALARIES program, which
does not include All Other Costs, which are covered by the various counties, is
$12,8Zi-4,650 in FY22 and $13,428,326 in FY23.
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There are no initiatives in the District Attorney Salaries program.
This concludes the review of the baseline budget for the DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
SALARIES 0409 program.
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The next program is found on Page A-79 under the heading FHM ATTORNEY
GENERAL 0947.

This program provides funding to enforce the Tobacco

Manufacturer's Act and the Tobacco Distributor's Act.
The program has a headcount of one position. The baseline budget in this program
is $130,625 in FY22 and $135,923 in FY23.
There is one (1) initiative in the FHM ATTORNEY GENERAL 0947 program.
Found on page A-79, this initiative provides funding for Department of
Administrative and Financial Services, Office of Information Technology (OIT) rate
increases, computer replacements and other information technology needs. As this
initiative affects various programs, it is cited on pages A-74, A-76, A-77, A-79, A80, and A-82.
This concludes the review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the FHM
ATTORNEY GENERAL 0947 program.
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The next program is found on Page A-80 under the heading HUMAN SERVICES
DIVISION 0696. This program is broken down into three -divisions within the
Office. The Child Support Enforcement Division represents the Department of
Health and Human Services (DHHS) in the area of child support enforcement. The
Child Protection Division represents DHHS in the area of child protection. The work
of these two divisions is done out of four offices-Portland, Augusta, Bangor, and
Caiibou. Presently, attorneys, paralegals, and secretaries in these two areas have the
most persistent and heavy caseloads of any Divisions in the Office of the Attorney
General. The Health and Human Services Division provides legal representation for
every other program in DHHS, including legal work for the MaineCare program,
involuntary mental health commitment hearings, defense of lawsuits against the
Department and its employees, public guardianship/conservatorship issues, estate
recovery, licensure of homes for both adults and children, enforcement of the State's
health laws, enforcement of adult protective laws, representing DHHS's interest in
federal benefits programs such as MaineCare and TANF, and providing legal
counsel in the AMHI and Community Consent Decree cases. The program has a
headcount of eighty (80) positions.

The baseline budget in this program is

$10,576,996 in FY22 and $11,006,722 in FY23.
There are five (5) initiatives in the HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION pr~3gram. Two
are submitted in direct correlation to the increasing workload _for t1ie Department of
Health and Human Services Child Protection Division in the Office of Child and
Family Services. With the dramatic increase in Central Intake and new assessments
assigned to field staff come greater numbers of court cases being filed and litigated.
Therefore, the substantial increase in the Department's workload and workforce for
child protection services directly correlates to workload for the Office of the
Attorney General's Child Protection AAGs and administrative staff.
14
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Found on page A-80, the first and second initiatives establishes one Assistant
Attorney General position, while the other continues one Assistant Attorney General
position established by Financial Order in June 2020.
Due to an increasing number of child abuse and neglect reports and corresponding
assessments, the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has
significantly increased the number of child protective services social workers. In the
past two years, the Office of Child and Family Services (OCFS) has s-een a dramatic
increase in calls to Central Intake and new assessments assigned to field staff. This
has resulted in greater numbers of court cases being filed and litigated. The
American Bar Association has recommended caseload limits of 60 trial court cases
per trial attorney for this type of state agency representation. In Maine, the caseloads
far exceed the American Bar Association recommendations, with each AAG
carrying an average of 100 cases prior to DHHS's 2018 staffing increase. The
Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) has significantly increased the
number of child protective cases it has filed in court As mentioned, this increase of
approximately 300/o growth in the Department's workforce for child protection,
directly correlates to the workload- for the Office of the Attorney General- and its
dedicated team of Child Protection Assistant Attorneys General (AAG) and their
administrative staff. Child P-rotection AAGs handle child protection cases for_ over
2,200 children in DHHS custody, as well as over 100 others in familial custody
arrangements or transition to adulthood between ages 18 and 21. These AAGs
appear in court in excess of 4000 times each year, and conduct hundreds of trials, all
set on a priority or expedited court scheduling track. Child Protection AAGs also
handle an average of 80 appeals annually in the Maine Supreme Court and some in
the Superior Court. These AAGs additionally manage numerous other core
responsibilities including legal training of Office of Child and Family Service
15
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(OCFS) staff, advising OCFS daily on case evidence collection, evidence
management, service of process, handling threats to child welfare staff, collaboration
with tribal child welfare, interstate cases, bar trainings and active participation in
child

abuse

prevention,

including

membership

m

multidisciplinaiy child welfai·e panels, and much more.

statutorily

required

In sum, DHHS is

responding to a_need to increase staffing, assess more families, and file more cases
in the trial courts, which results in corresponding increases in trial court litigation
and appellate caseloads and the need for more legal services.
The third initiative, also on page A-80, Continues one part-time Research Assistant
MSEA-B position assigned to the DHHS Child Support Division. The previouslymentioned increases in child protective cases filed in court has led to additional need
for Assistant Attorneys General's time and related support staff to effectively
address the child welfare backlog and support the increased filings. As a result, a
Research Assistant MSEA-B position previously funded equally by DHHS Child
Protective Services and DHHS Child Support has been transferred to 100% Child
Protective Services. DHHS has agreed to this additional funding, but this leaves a
need for a part-time Child Support position.
The fourth initiative on page A-80 provides funding for Department of
Administrative and Financial Services, Office oflnfonnation Technology (OIT) rate
increases, computer replacements and other information technology needs. As this
initiative affects various programs, it is cited on pages A-74, A-76, A-77, A-79, A80, and A-82.
The fifth initiative, found on page A-81, provides funding for the approved
reorganization of one Secretary Legal position to one Secretary Associate Legal
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position. The reclassification is necessary due to the complexity of tasks being
perfonned and the required ongoing need for this level of support.
This concludes the review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the HUMAN
SERVICES DIVISION 0696 program.
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The next program is found on Page A-82 under the heading VICTIMS'
COMPENSATION BOARD 0711. This program offers financial reimbursement
for losses suffered by victims of violent crime and their families and reimburses
hospitals for sexual assault. Funding for this program comes from assessments
levied against perpetrators as well as a federal grant.
Thisprograr71 has a headcount of 3 positions and a baseline budget of $1,069,006 in
FY22 and $1,078,799 in FY23.
There is one ( 1) initiative for this program in this budget document.
Found on page A-82, the initiative provides funding for Department of
Administrative and Financial Services, Office of Information Technology (OIT) rate
increases, computer replacements and other information technology needs. As this
initiative affects various programs, it is cited on pages A-74, A-76, A-77, A-79, A80, and A-82.
This concludes the review of the baseline budget and the initiatives for the
VICTIMS' COMPENSATION BOARD 0711 program.
This concludes the review of the Office oLthe Attorney General's FY2022-2023
Biennial Budget and its new initiatives before you today. I would be happy to
answer any questions that you may have.
Thank you.
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MAINE COMMISSION ON INDIGENT LEGAL SERVICES
TO:

HON. CHAIRS OF THE JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS AND FINANCIAL AFFAIRS
HON. CHAIRS OF THE JOINT STANDil'1"G COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY

FROM:

JUSTIN W. ANDRUS, (INTERIM) EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

SUBJECT: TESTIMONY WITH RESPECT TO THE PROPOSED FY'22 - FY'23
BIENNIAL BUDGET
DATE:

MARCH 1, 2021

Honorable Chairs, Senators and Representatives, I am Justin W. Andrus, (Interim)
Executive Director of the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services (Commission or
MCILS). I appear before you today to testify in support of the proposed budget submitted by
the Commission, as amended herein, and to correct an oversight in summary of SECTION
FFF.

BRIEF OVERVIEW OF COMMISSION OPERATIONS
The Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services is an independent commission
whose purpose is to provide efficient, high-quality representation to indigent individuals who
are entitled to counsel at state expense under the United States Constitution or under the
Constitution or statutes of Maine. The Commission uses assigned private attorneys to provide
representation to criminal defendants, juvenile defendants, parents in child protective cases,
and people facing involuntary commitment to a psychiatric hospital who are indigent. The
Commission may also use contract counsel but does not currently do so. The Commission's
office staff consists of an (Interim) Executive Director, a Deputy Executive Director, an
1

Accounting Technician, and an Office Associate I. The Commission also employees nine (9)
Financial Screeners, six (6) full time and three (3) part time, who work in courthouses assisting
courts in the determination of whether a person is indigent, and if so, whether the person can
reimburse the State for some or all of the cost of their representation. With respect to people
ordered to make reimbursement, the Financial Screeners track payments and pursue collection
efforts. Currently, Commission operations are overseen by six serving Commissioners.
In 2017, the Maine Legislature created the Working Group to Improve the Provision of
Indigent Legal Services. That working group determined that the Commission did not provide
systemic oversight and evaluation of attorneys, and was in need of stronger fiscal management
and recommended an independent assessment. In March 2018, the Maine Legislative Council
contracted the Sixth Amendment Center (6AC) to evaluate right to counsel services provided
by MCILS and to recommend any needed changes. 1
The 6AC issued its repmt in April 2019.

The report makes seven specific

recommendations, five of which provide specific impetus to the Commission's budget
initiatives 2 :
RECOMMENDATION 3: Except for ministerial, non-substantive tasks, the State of
Maine and the Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services should require that the
same properly qualified defense counsel continuously represents the client in each case,
from appointment through disposition, and personally appears at every court
appearance throughout the pendency of an assigned case.
RECOMMENDATION 4: MCILS should use its current statutory power to promulgate
more rigorous attorney qualification, recertification, training, supervision, and
workload standards. The State of Maine should statutorily require financial oversight
by requiring that MCILS limit the number of permissible billable hours, subject to
1

Excepted from The Right to Counsel in Afaine: Evaluation ofServices Provided by the Afaine
Commission on Indigent Legal Services, Sixth Amendment Center, April 2019, at page IV, with
permission. (the "6AC Rep01i")
2
The two recommendations not listed here require action from the legislature outside the direct ambit of
the Commission.
2

waiver only upon a finding of need for additional capacity. The State of Maine should
fund MCILS at a level to ensure rigorous training and effective substantive and
financial oversight of attorneys.
RECOMMENDATION 5: The State of Maine should statutorily ban all public defense
contracts that provide financial disincentives to or that otherwise interfere with
zealously advocating on behalf of the defendants' stated interests, including the use of
fixed fee contracts. Maine should require that any public defense contract include
reasonable caseload limits, reporting requirements on any private legal work pennitted,
and substantial performance oversight, among other protections.
RECOMMENDAT ION 6: The State of Maine should fund MCILS at a level that
allows private attorneys to be compensated for overhead expenses plus a reasonable
fee (i.e., $100 per hour). MCILS should be authorized to provide additional
compensation of$25 per hour for designated case types such as murder, sexual assaults,
and postconviction review.
RECOMMENDATION 7: The State of Maine should authorize and fund MCILS at an
appropriate level to employ state govem..ment attorneys and suppo1i staff to operate a
statewide appellate defender office and a Cumberland County trial level public
defender office. 3
The depth and scope of the 6AC's investigation are detailed in its rep01t, but its findings
direct Commission operations at t\vo distinct levels. The first ,vas a renewed imperative to
ensure that Commission operations are compliant with existing statutes and rules. The second
was to chart a course toward actual compliance with the strictures of the Sixth Amendment,
and the law of the State of Maine. Our budget initiatives are necessary to both sets of tasks.
Following the publication of the 6AC Report, the 129t.11 Legislature's Government
Oversight Committee e'GOC") directed the Office of Program Evaluation and Government
Accountability ("OPEGA") to review Commission operations. From five initial evaluation
areas listed in the project direction statement, GOC directed OPEGA to expedite the review of
two:

3

Id, p. IX-X.
3

•

Adequacy of systems and procedures used by MCILS staff to process payments
and expenditures associated with providing legal representation to clients who
have been determined to be indigent or partially indigent; and

•

Adequacy of the oversight structure ofMCILS in ensuring that operations align
with and accomplish the organization's purpose. 4

The OPEGA Repmi identified nine issues and provided guidance as to how those issues
might be addressed. In its report, OPEGA also noted, however, that it:

observed a lack of sufficient staff to adequately meet the full responsibilities of the
agency. When we asked the Executive Director about review or improvements to
specific agency operations, the Executive Director described that the current MCILS
staff is the minimum necessary to allow the system to continue to function. Thus, there
was little time available to consider new initiatives, or improvements, to wider
substantive structural issues such as quality of representation, the Imvyer-of- the-day
program, or the use of single-source contracts to provide legal services. 5
The OPEGA findings are consistent with the 6AC findings. The Commission has substantial
work to do to adequately meet its obligations to its indigent client-base, while providing
appropriate oversight of both quality and finances; and, the Commission cannot meet those
obligations and goals as currently resourced.
The Commission and its staff are justifiably proud of the attorneys who serve our
clients and are enthusiastic for the opportunity to fu1iher promote the ability and integrity of
that bar. The Commission and staff are also pleased to repo1i that we have been able to begin
to address nearly all the OPEGA reconunendations in whole or part. Now, we are ready move
forward in our evolution.

4

lvfaine Commission on Indigent Legal Services (MCILS) -An evaluation of MCILS 's structure of
oversiglu and the adequacy of its systems and procedures to administer payments and e:..penditures,
OPEGA, November 9, 2020 at overleaf. (the "OPEGA Rep01i")
5
OPEGA Repo1i, p.23.
4

BUDGET OVERVIEW
The Conm1ission proposes significant changes to its operations to promote compliance
with the Sixth Amendment, Maine State law, and sound principles of agency oversight, all
consistent with and considering the 6AC and OPEGA repo1is. Those changes cannot be made
without additional resources. Where the Commission proposes hiring employee attorneys to
serve clients, a legislative change will be required.

INITIATIVES AND BUDGET REQUEST
The Commission's budget initiatives are intended to address the shortcomings and
adopt the recommendations of both the 6AC Report and the OPEGA Report. Without budget
support for the Commission's proposals, it is not possible to make the progress we agree is
necessary to meeting our legal charge. In the appendices to its report, the 6AC made specific
recommendations to support constitutionally consistent operations. 6 Those appendices are
attached to this testimony. Rather than restate the Budget Narrative made part of those
documents, I incorporate them here, except to the extent that we have updated certain numbers.

6

6AC Rep01t p.97 et seq.
5

1. Change package C-A-1 / Conunission Staff
The Commission asks that the Legislature include ten additional Commission staff
positions, as recommended by the 6AC in its report, and as described at Appendix A to that
repo1t. The budget request of October 23, 2020 excludes from this initiative the Executive
Director and Deputy Director positions because they already exist. We have recalculated the
cost of this initiative in preparation for this hearing and conclude that the FY'22 cost for this
initiative is $1,113,607.40. The calculations supporting that conclusion are set out below
beginning at page 9.

2. Change package C-A-2 / Kennebec County Defender Office
The Commission asks that the Legislature pennit us to fund a single-county public
defender office as recommended by the 6AC in its report, and as described at Appendix C to
that rep01t. The Commission has concluded that although the 6AC Repmt recommended
opening a defender office in Cumberland County, doing so in Kennebec County presents an
improved opportunity. We have recalculated the cost of this initiative in preparation for this
hearing and conclude that the FY'22 cost for this initiative is $2,094,911.28. The calculations
supporting that conclusion are set out below beginning at page 11.

6

3. Change package C-A-3 / Appellate and Post-Conviction Review Office
The Commission asks that the Legislature permit us to fund an appellate and postconviction review office as recommended by the 6AC in its repoti, and as described at
Appendix B to that report. We have recalculated the cost of this initiative in preparation for
this hearing and conclude that the FY'22 cost for this initiative is $2,623,610.80.

The

calculations supporting that conclusion are set out below beginning at page 14.

4. Change package C-A-4 / Additional Funding
The Commission asks that the Legislature allocate an additional $2,804,980 in each
year of the biennium. This allocation ·would maintain the current level of Commission
funding.

5.

Change package C-A-5 / Additional Funding
The Commission asks that the Legislature provide an additional $11,465,959 in each

year of the biennium to implement the attorney rate increase identified by the 6AC as necessary
to ensure the provision of quality legal services to indigent clients.

7

PARTFFF
At section FFF-1 of the Executive's Proposed Budget, 4 MRSA §1804(4)(D) is
amended to enhance the Commission's responsiveness to evolutions in operating conditions
by changing mies that establish certain standards from major substantive rules to routine
technical rules. The amendment to the statute does not change the status of the rules setting
rates of compensation for assigned or contract counsel. In the summary, however, the inverse
is described. The Commission recommends that the pait FFF Summary read:
This Part allows the Maine Indigent Legal Services Commission to
establish standards for assigned counsel and contract counsel through_
routine technical, rather than major substantive, rulemaking. enabling the
Commission to make these changes more quickly and efficiently.

CONCLUSION
The Commission asks the Legislature to recognize the need for additional resources to
permit it to provide the services and oversight that it is mandated to provide. The 2017 Working
Group; the 6th Amendment Center; OPEGA; and the Commission itself agree that change must
be implemented. Both the 6AC and OPEGA reports show that to implement that change
without additional resources is impossible, however. For that reason, the Commission asks
that you consider its budget request in full, as updated:
FY'22

FY'23

Baseline Budget
Initiative: Commission Staff
Initiative: Defender Office
Initiative: Appellate Office
Initiative: Restoration of Baseline
Initiative: Fees adjustment

$ 16,476,580.00
$ 1,113,607.40
$ 2,094,911.28
$ 2,623,610.80
$ 2,804,980.00
$ 11,465,959.00

$16,499,009.00
$ 1,113,607.40
$ 2,094,911.28
$ 2,62J,610.80
$ 2,804,980.00
$11,465,959.00

Totals

$ 36,579,648.48

$36,602,077.48
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Package C-A-1 / Commission Staff

Position
Training Director

Practice Standards/Quality
Assurance Attorney

Finance/Voucher Attorney

Trial Resource Attorney

Mental
Health/SA/Sentencing
Resource Attorney

Audit Director

Field Examiner

Field Examiner

Voucher Review Staff

Classification
Public
Service
Coordinator II

Public
Service
Coordinator II

Public
Service
Coordinator II

Public
Service
Coordinator II

Publ1c
Service
Coordinator II

Spec/grade
Salary
47-31

47-31

47-31

47-31

47-31

09-25

Auditor III

04-20

Field
Examiner II

04-20

Field
Examiner II

04-20

Auditor I

9

Step 3
70,720.00
$

Fringe

$

49,907.00

Salary

$

70,720.00

Fringe

$

49,907.00

Salary

$

70,720.00

Fringe

$

49,907.00

Salary

$

70,720.00

Fringe

$

49,907.00

Salary

$

70,720.00

Fringe

$

49,907.00

salary
fringe

$

$

54,641.00
43,810.00

salary

$

40,643.00

fringe

$

38,500.00

salary

$

40,643.00

fringe

$

38,500.00

salary
fringe

$
$

40,643.00
38,500.00

Training Staff

Public
Service
Coordinator I

47-21

salary

$

46,238.00

fringe

$

40,625.00

Salary total

Bar dues
Cell phone
Eyeglass reimbursemen t
Legal research subscription
Monitor, mouse, keyboard*
Mileage
Office furniture*
Office supplies
OIT/TELCO
TELCO installation costs*
Service center (Payroll
processing)
Subscriptions (rule and statute
books)
*notes a one-time.first year cost
Ancillary Cost Total
Salary total
Total

$1,325.00
$3,780.00
$600.00
$3,360.00
$6,000.00
$4,800.00
$24,800.00
$7,500.00
$26,386.00
$3,200.00
$5,628.40
$350.00
$87,729.40
1,025,878.00
$1,113,607.40
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$ 1,025,878.00

Package C-A-2 / Kennebec County Defender Office
11

Classification

Spec/grade

District Defender

Public Service Manager
III

47-39

Deputy District Defender

Serious Felony Defender

Serious Felony Defender

Senior Assistant Public
Defender

Senior Assistant Public
Defender

Assistant Public Defender

Assistant Public Defender

Public Service Manager
III

Public Service Manager
III

Public Service Manager
III

Public Service Man.ager

47-38

47-37

47-37

47-33

Public Service Manager

Investigator

102,003

fringe

61,771

salary

97,052

fringe

59,892

salary

92,435

fringe

58,137

salaiy

92,435

fringe

58,137

salaiy

77,001

fringe

52,287

47-33

salary

77,001

fringe

52,287

Salar
y
Pring
e

70,720

u

Public Service Manager

47-31

u

Public Service Manager

47-31

Public Service Manager

47-31

u

Investigator

salary

u

u

Assistant Public Defender

Step3

47-21

Public Service
Coordinator I

47-21

Public Service
Coordinator I

11

Salar
y
Fring
e
Salar
y
Fring
e

49,907

70,720
49,907

70,720
49,907

salaiy

46,238

fringe

40,625

salary

46,238

Social Worker

Social Worker

Paralegal

Paralegal

Paralegal

Office Manager

Clinical Social Worker

Clinical Social Worker

Paralegal

04-25

04-25

04-20

Paralegal

04-20

Paralegal

04-20

Office Specialist II
SUPV

81-22

Salary
Totals

12

fringe

40,625

salary

51,355

fringe

42,566

salaiy

51,355

fringe

42,566

salmy

40,643

fringe

38,500

salaiy

40,643

fringe

38,500

salary

40,643

fringe

38,500

salaty

46,966

fringe

40,905
$1,929,187

Bar dues
Case management
software
Cell phone
Eyeglass reimbursement
Legal research
subscription
Monitor, mouse,
keyboard*
Mileage
Office furniture*
Office supplies
OIT/TELCO
TELCO installation
costs*
Service center (Payroll
processing)
Subscriptions (rule and
statute books)
*notes a one-time first
year cost
Ancillary Cost Total
Salary Totals
Total

$2,385.00
$3,900.00
$4,800.00
$1,000.00
$4,320.00
$10,200.00
$4,500.00
$42,160.00
$12,750.00
$64,071.00
$5,440.00
$9,568.28
$630.00

$165,724.28
$1,929,187
$2,094,911.28
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Package C-A-3 / Appellate and Post-Conviction Review Office

Position
Appellate
Division
Appeal and
PostConviction
Review
Director

Appellate
Division
Deputy
Director

Senior
Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Senior
Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Senior
Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Classification

Spec/grade

Public Service
Manage1· III

47-39

Public Service
Manager III

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

47-38

47-37

47-37

47-37

47-33

47-33

14

Step 3

salary

102,003

fringe

61,771

salary

97,052

fringe

59,892

salary

92,435

fringe

58,137

salary

92,435

fringe

58,137

salary

92,435

fringe

58,137

salary

77,001

fringe

52,287

salary

77,001

Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Assistant
Appellate
Defender

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

47-33

47-31

47-31

fringe

52,287

salary

77,001

fringe

52,287

Salary

70,720

Fringe

49,907

Salary

70,720

Fringe

49,907

Paralegal

Paralegal

04-20

salary
fringe

40,643
38,500

Paralegal

Paralegal

04-20

salary
fringe

40,643
38,500

Paralegal

Paralegal

04-20

salary
fringe

40,643
38,500

PostConviction
Review
Division
Deputy
Director

Public Service
Manager III

47-37

salary

92,435

fringe

58)37

salaiy

77,001

fringe

52,287

Salaty

70,720

Senior
Assistant
PostConviction
Defender

Assistant
Post-

Public Service
Manager II

Public Service
Manager II

47-33

47-31
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Conviction
Defender

Assistant
PostConviction
Defender

Public Service
Manager II

47-31

Fringe

49,907

Salary

70,720

Fringe

49,907

Paralegal

Paralegal

04-20

salary
fringe

40,643
38,500

Mitigation
Specialist

Public Service
Coordinator I

47-21

salary

46,238

fringe

40,625

salary

46,238

fringe

40,625

Investigator

Public Service
Coordinator I

47-21

Salary Totals

16

$2,412,964

Bar dues
Case management software
Cell phone
Eyeglass reimbursement
Legal research subscription
Monitor, mouse, keyboard*
Mileage
Office furniture*
Office supplies
OIT/TELCO
TELCO installation costs*
Printing/Binding/Mailing
Service center (Payroll processing)
Subscriptions (rule and statute books)
*notes a one-time first year cost
Ancillary Cost Total
Salary Totals
Total

$3,710.00
$5,400.00
$7,908.00
$1,200.00
$6,720.00
$12,000.00
$500.00
$49,600.00
$15,000.00
$59,972.00
$6,400.00
$30,000.00
$11,256.80
$980.00
$210,646.80
$2,412,964.00
$2,623,610.80
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APPEND~X A
MCILS ADMINISTRATION
PERSONNEL

TITLE

SALARY

ATTORNEYS

Executive Director

$101,002.17

BENEFITS

POSITIONS

$54,385.78

TOTAL

$155,387.95

Deputy Director

$96,906.00

$54,267.36

$151,173.36

Training Director

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

$111,412.95

Family Law Resource
Attorney

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

$111,412.95

Delinquency Resource
Attorney

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

$111,412.95

Adult Trial Resource Attorney

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

$111,412.95

Mental Health Resource Atty

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

$111,412.95

Audit Director

$70,675.00

$39,578.00

$110,253.00

Training staff

$37,408.00

$20,948.48

2

Auditing staff

$37,408.00

$20,948.48

2

Sub-Total

$116,712.96
$116,712.96
$1,207,304.98

NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES

CURRENT

PROJECTED

Risk management insurances

$1,795.39

$7,181.56

Mailing/postage/freight

$4,675.71

$18,702.84

Cellular phones service

$1,406.69

$5,626.76

Service center

$3,095.00

$12,380.00

Office supplies & equipment

$2,062.61

$8,250.44

Office equipment rental

$1,274.45

$5,097.80

$300.00

$1,200.00

$27,774.75

$111,099.00

Eyeglasses reimbursement
OIT/TELCO
Subscriptions

$327.75

$1,311.00

Dues

$585.00

$2,340.00

Annual report prorated
Annual parking permit fee

$9.58

$38.32

$1,140.00

$4,560.00

Printing/binding
lnforME annual fee

$22.00

$88.00

$2,640.00

$10,560.00

Sub-Total

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

$188,435.72

RATE

Laptop computer

$1,400.00

Furniture
Cell phones
Sub-Total

GRAND TOTAL

NUMBER

TOTAL

10

$14,000.00

$1,200.00

10

$12,000.00

$300.00

10

$3,000.00
$29,000.00

$1,424,740.70
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BUDGET NARRATIVE

In addition to the current Director and Deputy Director, the 6AC recommends the
addition of five attorney positions: Training Director, Family Law Resource Attorney,
Juvenile Resource Attorney, Mental Health Resource Attorney, and Adult Trial
Resource Attorney. Each of the Resource Attorneys will provide direct supervision
and provide help desk assistance to attorneys in the field. The Training Director will
be responsible for developing and instituting nevv attorney and on-going training
programs, as well as periodic topic-specific trainings to be delivered regionally and
remotely. The Training Director will oversee a staff of two to help with logistics
and training development. MCILS should also have a dedicated professional ,vith
an auditing background to oversee all financial auditing functions, supported by two
professional staff members.
With the additional staff, the 6AC recommend that the Director position be paid on
335
par with the salary and compensation of a District Attorney ($155,387.95) and
that the Deputy Director be paid what the MCILS Director is currently being paid
($151,173.36). 336 The new attorney positions are paid salaries and benefits at the
337
rate paid to assistant district attorneys ($111,412.95). Although the 6AC are not
experts in the prosecution function, 6AC staff has travelled all across the count1y
and interacted with numerous prosecutors, and it is our general observation that the
prosecution function in Maine is under-resourced, especially in relation to salaries
and compensation. Still, we present these recommendations because the prosecution
function offers the best cmTent comparison.
The Auditing Director is projected at the salary and compensation of the current
MCILS Deput'j Director ($110,253). The four training and auditing staff are
compensated at the current salary and benefits package of the existing rate for the
Accounting Technician ($58,356.48). 338
339
Non-personnel expenses reflect the current MCILS budget, less line items dedicated
specifically for financial screeners. Each expense was prorated based on the existing
three.MCILS staff members (excluding financial screeners and costs associated

Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief - Finance & Administrative Services, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center
(Mar. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salary plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salary.
336
Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
Caimi~ Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mar. 7, 2019).
337
Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief- Finance & Administrative Services, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Cairnll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center
(Mar. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salary plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salary.
33
s Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mar. 7, 2019).
339
Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mar. 7, 2019).
335

APPENDIX A: MCiLS ADMINISTRATION

primarily for screening) and then multiplied by the recommended staff of twelve.
Capital outlay expenses for new computers, furniture, and cell phones are calculated at
available retail rates.
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APPENDIX 8
ST ATE APPELLATE DEFENDER OFFICE
BENEFITS

POSITIONS

TOTAL

PERSONNEL

TITLE

SALARY

ATTORNEYS

Chief Public Defender

$101,002.17

$54,385.78

$155,387.95

Deputy Public Director

$96,906.00

$54,267.36

$151,173.36

Assistant Public
Defender

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

Investigator

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

$67,186.08

Social Worker

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

$67,186.08

Paralegal

$38,500.00

$21,560.00

Office Manager

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

$1,225,542.45

11

$180,180.00

3

$67,186.08
$1,913,842.00

Sub-Total

COST/STAFF

NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES
Risk Management Insurances
Mailing/Postage/Freight

PROJECTED

$598.46

$11,370.80

$1,558.57

$29,612.83

$468.90

$8,909.04

$1,031.67

$19,601.67

Office Supplies/Eqp.

$687.54

$13,063.20

Office Equipment Rental

$424.82

$8,071.52

Eyeglasses reimbursement

$100.00

$1,900.00

$9,258.25

$175,906.75

Subscriptions

$109.25

$2,075.75

Dues

$195.00

$3,705.00

$3.19

$60.67

$380.00

$7,220.00

Cellular Phones
Service Center (payroll processing, etc.)

OIT/TELCO

Annual report prorated
Annual parking permit fee

$7.33

$7,500.00

$880.00

$16,720.00

Printing/Binding
lnforME Annual Fee (webhosting, etc.)

$5,000.00

Rent

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

$95,000.00
$400,717.22

Sub-Total

RATE

NUMBER

TOTAL

Laptop computer

$1,400.00

19

$26,600.00

Furniture

$1,200.00

19

$22,800.00

$300,00

19

Cell phones
Sub-Total

GRAND TOTAL

$5,700.00
$55,100.00

$2,369,659.22

APPENDIX B: ST ATE APPELLATE DEFENDER OFFICE

BUDGET NARRATIVE
For 2018, MCILS repmis that there were 235 direct appeal cases and 96 postconviction cases statewide. Assuming 80% are handled in-house, that means a new
statewide appellate office will handle approximately 265 direct appeal and postconviction cases. The NAC standards are nationally recognized as the absolute upper
limit of cases that a defense attorney can be expected to handle and still provide
effective, zealous representation to each and every client. For appellate services, the
NAC Standards prescribe that attorneys should handle no more than 25 appeals in a
single year. 340 Thus eleven attorneys are needed to staff the office.
National standards require one supervising attorney for every ten attorneys carrying a
full caseload. 341 Therefore, in addition to a Chief Appellate Defender, a Deputy Chief
Defender is required for supervision.
Although national standards require one investigator for every three staff attomeys342
and one social worker for every three attorneys, 343 these standards are generally seen
as applying to trial practice. Therefore, we are recommending one investigator and
one social worker for the appellate office to assist on the post-conviction workload.
National standards also require one paralegal for every four staff attorneys. 344
The 6AC recommends that the Director position be paid on par with the salary and
compensation of a District Attorney ($155,387.95) 345 and that the Deputy Director
be paid what the MCILS Director is currently being paid ($151,173.36). 346 The new
attorney positions are paid salaries and benefits at the rate paid to assistant district
attorneys ($111,412.95). 347 Again, although the 6AC are not experts in the prosecution
34
o NATIONAL ADVISORY COMM'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, REPORT OF TI!E TASK FORCE
ON THE CouRTs, ch. 13 (The Defense), Std. 13.12 (1973).
341
NATIONAL STUDY CoMM'N ON DEFENSE SERVICES, GurnELums FOR LEGAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN nm
UNITED STATES 4.1 (1976) ("Proper attorney supervision in a defender office requires one full-time
supervisor for eve1y ten staff lawyers, or one pait-time supervisor for eve1y five lawyers.").
342
NATIONAL STUDY CoMM'N ON DEFENSE SERVICES, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE
UNITED STATES 4.1 (1976) ("Defender offices should employ investigators with criminal investigation
training and experience. A minimum of one investigator should be employed for every three staff
attorneys in an office. Every defender office should employ at least one investigator.'').
343
NATIONAL LEGAL Am & DEFENDER Ass 'N, MODEL CONTRACT FOR Ptrnuc DEFENSE SERVICES § VII.F,
available at http://v-.rww.nlada.org/defender-standai·ds/model-contract/black-letter
344
U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, BUREAU OF JUSTICE ASSISTANCE Plm. No. NCJ185632, KEEPING DEFENDER
WORKLOADS MANAGEABLE (2001).
345
Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief- Finance & Administrative Services, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center
(Mar. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salmy plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salary.
346
Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
Cano II, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mar. 7, 2019).
347
Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief- Finance & Administrative Services, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center
(Mar. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salary plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salaiy.
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function, 6AC staff has travelled all across the country and interacted with numerous
prosecutors-, and it is our general observation that the prosecution function in Maine is
under-resourced, especially in relation to salaries and compensation. Still, we present
these recommendations because the prosecution function offers the best current
comparison. Support staff salaries and benefits are based on support staff compensation
in the Cumberland County District Attorney Office.
Non-personnel expenses reflect the current MCILS budget, less line items dedicated
specifically for financial screeners. The rent projection is based on $25 per square foot
charged against 200 square feet per staff (or $5,000 per staff member). Capital outlay
expenses for new computers, furniture, and cell phones were calculated at available
retail rates.

APPENDIX C
cu~~BERLAND COUNTY TRIAL LEVEL PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE
PERSONNEL

TITLE

SALARY

ATTORNEYS

Chief Public Defender

$101,002.17

$54,385.78

$155,387.95

Depuiy Public Director

$96,906.00

$54,267.36

$151,173.36

Assistant Public Defender

$72,418.42

$38,994.53

12

$1,336,955.40

Investigator

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

4

$268,744.32

BENEFITS

POSITIONS

TOTAL

Social Worker

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

4

$268, 744.32

Paralegal

$38,500.00

$2i,560.00

3

$180,180.00

Office Manager

$43,068.00

$24,118.08

$67.186.08

Sub-Total

$2,428,371.43

NON-PERSONNEL EXPENSES

CURRENT

Risk Management Insurances

PROJECTED

$598.46

$15,560.05

Mailing/Postage/Freight

$1,558.57

$40,522.82

Cellular phones service

$468.90

$12,191.31

Se1vice Center (payroll processing, etc.)

$1,031.67

$26,823.33

Office Supplies/Eqp.

$687.54

$17,875.95

Office Equipment Rental

$424.82

$11,045.23

Eyeglasses reimbursement

$100.00

$2,600.00

$9,258.25

$240,714.50

Subscriptions

$109.25

$2,840.50

Dues

$195.00

$5,070.00

OIT/TELCO

Annual report prorated
Annual parking permit fee

$3.19

$83.03

$380.00

$9,880.00

$7.33

$190.67

Printing/Binding
lnfmME Annual Fee (webhosting, etc.)
Rent

$880.00

$22,880.00

$5,000.00

$130,000.00

Sub-Total

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES

$538,277.39
RATE

NUMBER

TOTAL

Laptop computer

$1,400.00

26

$36,400.00

Furniture

$1,200.00

26

$31,200.00

$300.00

26

Cell phones
Sub-Total

GRAND TOTAL

$7,800.00
$75.400.00
$3,042,048.82

THE RIGHT TO COUliSEL IN MAINE

BUDGET NARRATIVE

For 2018, MCILS reports 1,232 murder, class A, B, and C cases, 2,022 class D and
E cases, and 329 juvenile crime cases in Cumberland County. Assuming 80% are
handled in-house, that means a new trial level public defender office would handle
985 felony cases, 1,618 misdemeanor cases, and 263 delinquency cases. The NAC
standards are nationally recognized as the absolute upper limit of cases that a defense
attorney can be expected to handle and still provide effective, zealous representation
to each and every client. For adult trial level services, the NAC standards prescribe
that attorneys should handle no more than 150 felonies in a single year, or 400
misdemeanors, or 200 delinquency cases. 348 Thus twelve attorneys are needed to staff
the office.
National standards require one supervising attorney for every ten attorneys carrying
a full caseload. 349 Therefore, in addition to a Chief Public Defender, a Deputy Chief
Defender is required for supervision.
350
National standards require one investigator for every three staff attorneys and one
social worker for every three attorneys. 351 This means that the new Cumberland County
public defender office will need four investigators and four social workers. National
standards also require one paralegal for eve1y four staff attorneys, 352 requiring the new
office to have three paralegals.

The 6AC recommend that the Director position be paid on par with the salary and
compensation of a District Attorney ($155,387 .95) 353 and that the Deputy Director
354
be paid what the MCILS Director is currently being paid ($151,173.36). The new
attorney positions are paid salaries and benefits at the rate paid to assistant district

NATIONAL ADVISORY Cm,1M'N ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE STANDARDS AND GOALS, REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE
ON THE COURTS, ch. 13 (The Defense), Std. 13 .12 ( 1973 ).
349
NATIONAL STUDY COMM'N ON DEFENSE SERVICES, GUIDELINES FOR LEGAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE
UNITED STATES 4.1 (1976) (''Proper attorney supervision in a defender office requires one full-time
supervisor for eve1y ten staff lawyers, or one part-time supervisor for eve1y five la,vyers.'').
350
NATIONAL STUDY COMM'N ON DEFENSE SERVICES, GUIDELLNES FOR LEGAL DEFENSE SYSTEMS IN THE
UNITED STATES 4.1 (1976) ("Defender offices should employ investigators with criminal investigation
training and experience. A minimum of one investigator should be employed for every three staff
attorneys in an office. Every defender office should employ at least one investigator.").
351
NATIONAL LEGAL Am & DEFENDER Ass'N, MODEL CONTRACT FOR Pusuc DEFENSE SERVICES§ Vll.F,
available at http://v,rww.nlada.org/defender-standards/model-contract/black-letter.
352
U.S. DEP'T OF JusTICE, BUREAU OF JusTICE AssrsTANCE PuB. No. NCJ185632, KEEPING DEFENDER
WORKLOADS MANAGEABLE (200 I).
353
Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief- Finance & Administrative Services, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Carroll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center
(Mar. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salary plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salaiy.
354
Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
Cairo II, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mai·. 7, 2019).
348

APPENDIX C: CUMBERLAND COUNTY TRIAL LEVEL PUBLIC DEFENDER OFFICE

attorneys ($111,412.95). 355 Again, although the 6AC are not experts in the prosecution
function, 6AC staff has travelled all across the country and interacted with numerous
prosecutors, and it is our general observation that the prosecution function in Maine
lacks adequate funding, especially in relation to salaries and compensation. Still, we
present these recommendations because the prosecution function offers the best current
comparison. Support staff salaries and benefits are based on support staff compensation
in the Cumberland County District Attorney Office.
Non-personnel expenses reflect the cmTent MCILS budget, less line items dedicated
specifically for financial screeners. Each expense356 was prorated based on the existing
three MCILS staff members and then multiplied by the recommended staff of eleven.
The rent projection is based on $25 per square foot charged against 200 square feet
per staff (or $5,000 per staff member). Capital outlay expenses for new computers,
furniture and cell phones were calculated at available retail rates.

355
Email from Mark A. Toulouse, Division Chief- Finance & Administrative Se1vices, Office of the
Attorney General State of Maine, to David Carroll, Executive Director of Si:xih Amendment Center
(I\far. 12, 2019). This amount reflects salary plus benefits calculated at approximately 35% of salary.
356
Email from John Pelletier, Director, Maine Commission on Indigent Legal Services, to David
CmTOll, Executive Director of Sixth Amendment Center (Mar. 7, 2019).
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MEMORAND UM
To:

Senator Cathy Breen
Representative Teresa Pierce
Joint Standing Committee on Appropriations and Financial Affairs
Senator Anne Carney
Representative Thom Hamett
Joint Standing Committee on Judiciary

From: Dennis Corliss, Chief of Finance and Administration
Date: March 1, 2021
Testimony of the Maine Judicial Branch on L.D 221, the Biennial Budget
Re:
My name is Dennis Corliss; I am the Chief of Finance and Administration for the Judicial
Branch. I appreciate the opportunity to come before you today to discuss the Judicial Branch
budget and the new initiatives. Before getting into the various individual initiatives, I want to
put the Judicial Branch budget into perspective for you.
We have limited our requests to items such as facility operations in our 38 facilities with
for inflation costs, requests for unforeseen information technology costs and the
provision
no
continuance of limited period positions. While we requested funding for additional guardian ad
litem costs, these costs have stabilized since tbe request was made, and we ask that the initiative
be removed.
Page A-358, #1: Other Special Revenue
This first initiative on the page continues 3 limited period Law Clerk positions.
Page A-358, #2: Other Special Revenue
This next initiative continues 1 limited-period Violations Bureau Assistant Clerk
position.
Page A-358, #3: General Fund
As mentioned earlier, this request was for Guardian Ad Litem and was based on trends
this past fall that have since stabilized. We request that this initiative be removed.

Page A-359, # 1: General Fund
Provides funding for facility operation cost increases, including utilities, plowing, heat
and rent in many of the 38 court locations around the state.
Page A-359, #2: Other Special Revenue
Continues 1 limited period Facility Engineer position. As we have moved from county
owned comthouses to state owned and operated facilities, we have had to increase staff in this
area.
Page A-359, #3: Federal Fund
Continues I federally funded positions dedicated to child protection matters. If those
funds are received, this will authorize the use of that money for this position.
Page A-359, #4: Other Special Revenue
Continues 2 limited period collection clerks and I court fine screener. We are authorized
by statute to use a portion of funds collected to assist in the collection efforts. These positions
provide additional notice to those who forgot to pay fines, and additional hearings for those who
allege they cannot pay their fines. The collection clerks assist the clerk's office in providing
notice and the opportunity to be heard when a defendant has failed or forgotten to pay their fine.
Page A-359, #5: Other Special Revenue
Continues 2 limited-period Service CenterNiolations Bureau Assistant Clerk positions.
Page A-359, #6: General Fund
Provides funding for remote video technology for mediators and mediations and funding
for anti-virus software for MACS that had previously been provided by Microsoft at no cost.
Page A-359, #7: Federal Fund
Continues 2 limited period Court Appointed Special Advocate Legal Services Advisor
positions. These positions supervise volunteers that have saved the state about $400,000 in
Guardians Ad Litem expenses per year.
Page A-360, #5: General Fund - Debt Service
Funding is reduced on a one-time basis to reflect savings achieved by the refinancing of
201 I debt issuances.

LANGUAGE
PART P-Page P-2 in Patt P, Pages 19 & 20 in Language:
Attrition is increased from 1.6% to 5% for the Judicial Branch.

PART III - Page 46
2jPage

There is a language item for an increase in judicial salaries. As of January 2021, adjusted for cost of
living, Maine trial judges are 51 st in the nation. This 3% increase is already in the base budget. With this
increase over the next two years, and even if other states do not increase salaries for two years, our
judges will remain at the bottom of the list after the other 50 states and the District of Columbia. This
increase attempts to not widen the gap with the other states as we work to bring our judges to an
appropriate salary for their critically important work.

Thank you for your time and consideration here today. I am happy to try to answer any questions
you may have either now or at the work session.

3IPage

